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Abstract. We present a two-level denotational metalanguage that is suitable for defining the 
semantic, of PASCAL-like languages. The two levels allow for an explicit distinction between 
computations taking place at compile-time and computations taking place at run-time. While this 
distinction is perhaps not absolutely necessary for describing the input-output semantics of 
programming languages, it is necessary when issues like data flow analysis and code generation 
are considered. For an example stack-machine we show how to generate code for the run-time 
computations and still perform the compile-time computations. Based on an example it is argued 
that compiler-tricks like the use of activation records suggest how to cope with certain syntactic 
restrictions in the metalanguage. The correctness of the code generation is proved using Kripke-like 
relations and using a modified machine that can be made to loop when a certain level of recursion 
is encountered. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of a denotational semantics of some programming language is 
two-fold. One is to provide a precis: description of thf, language such that different 
individuals may obtain the same understanding of the features in the programming 
language. It is generally argued that such a description should not be too implementa- 
tion-oriented and the term standard semantics has been coined for a description at 
the “right” level of abstraction. The other purpose is to provide a description that 
may be processed by automatic means o as to produce some useful system. Example 
systems include type-checkers, assertion-checkers, compilers and interpreters (e.g., 
SIS [22-j). 
In Sections 2 and 3 we shall present a modification of denotational semantics 
that makes an explicit distinction between those computations that take place at 
run-time and those that take place at compile-time. The distinction between run-time 
and compile-time is a fundamental one for the computer scientist. One example is 
type-checking where it is important o know whether types are checked dynamically 
at run-time or statically at compile-time because this affects the correctness of a 
program with a type-error in some unreached part. Another exa 
size of an array is fixed at run-time or at compile-time. Traditio 
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definitions do not make an explicit distinction between computations at run-time 
and computations at compile-time although such a distinction is made in Tennent’s 
[44] informal approach to denotational semantics, e.g.* between what is called 
expression procedures and what is called static expression procedures. We claim 
that the distinction between run-time and compile-time is a fundamental one and 
not a piece of implementation-oriented detail, and therefore, a “standard” denota- 
tional definition ought o make this distinction explicitly. The two-level metalanguage 
introduced in Section 2 makes this possible. It is applicable to PASCAL-like 
languages and has been used to define the semantics of SMALL [IS]. 
In Sections 4 and 5 we shall consider how to generate code for the two-level 
metalanguage. This is one aspect of the more general problem of producing an 
optimizing compiler directly from a denotational definition. Another aspect, that of 
specifying data flow analyses and abstract interpretations, has been consid 
[25,26,27,32]. The particular machine considered here is a simple Von-Neumann 
machine patterned after Cardelli’s Functional Abstract Machine [7,8] and the code 
generation presented is without any optimizations. It will emerge from the develop- 
ment that the framework is equally applicable to other machines and more sophisti- 
cated code generation strategies. It should be clear that the generation of efficient 
code, and compiler construction in general, is greatly assisted when the denotationai 
definitions explicitly distinguish between those computations for which code should 
be generated (i.e., the run-time computations) and those computations that may not 
be deferred to run-time (i.e., the compile-time computations). In this way we avoid 
the problems encountered in, e.g., 1161 where compiler-actions on the environment 
are deferred to run-time because they are treated like all other computations. 
There are other approaches where a distinction between compile-time and run-time 
is made, but we claim that the distinction is made in a more general way in our 
metalanguage. In Paulson’s PSP system 1333 functions defined by h-notation corre- 
spond to run-time computations whereas functions defined by define (and the rules 
for computing attributes) correspond to a class of compile-time computations. In 
Raskovsky’s impressive system [35] there is a distinction between certain run-time 
base domains (e.g.) IN% for the integers) and the corresponding compile-time base 
domains (e.g., NUM for the integers) but it is not completely clear what demands 
are placed on the denotational definitions. A more elaborate distinction is made in 
[17] and [lo] where h-notation is abandoned in favour of higher-level semantic 
primitives (along the lines suggested by Mosses [24]) as reasonably efficient code 
can be generated for these. (This style of denotational definitions may also be 
expressed in our metalanguage but we do not wish to “side step” the problems 
arising from the use of X-notation or other well-known functional notations.) Other 
papers with a distimction between compile-time and run-time are [41,46,12,1]. 
Finally, we should stress that unlike some approaches (e. [35]) we do not rely 
on the existence of certain es to correspond to concepts of environ- 
methodologies usually cannot handle arbitrary denotational 
definitions. In our case the limitations in a particular code generation methodology 
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is expressed as a syntactic restriction upon the two-level definitions. In Section 6 
we shall study how to introduce the distinction between compile-time and run-time 
into existing “one-level” denotational definitions and how to avoid those constructs 
in the two-level metalanguage that he code generation methodology cannot handle. 
Concerning the second problem it turns out that the well-known compiler trick of 
representing a location as a pair of block number and displacement [3] is a useful 
technique. This is analogous to the various heuristic tricks for transforming arbitrary 
grammars into, e.g., LL(l) form. It furthermore suggests hat compiler tricks have 
a well-defined place in semantics-directed compiler construction, amely as a way 
to pass between formally defined metalanguages. 
The correctness proof of the code generation will be given in Section 7. 0ne of 
the two main ingredients in the proof is to devise a modified machine that can be 
made to loop when a certain level of recursion is encountered. The other is the use 
of Kripke-like relat%ns [ad]. It is hoped that the proof points the way towards 
bridging the gap between Milne and Strachey’s impressive but somewhat d hoc 
proof [20] of the conJ&ness of a compiler for a realistic language and between the 
more elegant proofs .?or simple imperative languages [21,23,45,14]. 
Preliminary versiokls of the material presented here appeared as [29,30,28]. 
metahguage 
The notation in which denotational definitions are written is called a metalanguage. 
In most approaches to denotational semantics the metalanguage is a typed A- 
calculus. This is a language whose types t may be given by the abstract syntax: 
where k ranges over integers not less than 2 and i ranges over a countable index 
set I (e.g., the positive integers). The Ai are base types like integers, booleans, 
characters etc. The type constructors X, + and + produce product ypes, sum types 
and function spaces, respectively. The type ret Xbt is to be thought of as the type 
Xi that satisfies Xi = t. (In general, t will contain Xi so that we have a recursive 
definition.) There is nothin canonical about he above syntax. A typed A-calculus 
need not have products, sums and recursive domains although this is usually the 
case in denotational semantics. Also a typed A-calculus could have polymorphic 
types, abstract types etc. but this is not yet common in denotational semantics. 
The expressions e for a typed A-calculus with types as above may be given by 
the abstract syntax 
e::=jJ(e,,..., ek) 1 e&j 1 im,e i isie 1 out.e 1 Axi : t.e 
le, ezlx,lmkrec elumec ele1+e2, e,lfix,e, 
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where again k 2 2, i E I and 1 <Jo k. Each J is a base constant of some type. 
Concerning products we may create tuples and select heir components. Concerning 
sums we may inject into the sum, test whether an element is in a certain summand 
and extract an element from the sum. Concerning function space we have abstraction, 
application and the use of variables. Concerning recursive types we distinguish 
between the Xi and the t in ret Xtit (or in Xi = t) and we therefore have ways of 
moving from t to Xi and from Xi to t. Finally, we have conditional and fixed points. 
An alternative notation for expressions i  to use combinators, e.g., [34,13,4]. An 
example abstract syntax is 
e ::=J Ituple(et , . . . , e&akejIin&ase(eI,. . . , ek) 
Icurry e(apply~mkrec)uarec(cond(e,, e2, e3)Jfix,e)e,0e2. 
The intention with this notation is given by the “equations” 
tuple( e ,,..., ek)=Av.(e,v ,..., ekv), 
takej = AV.V Ji, iDj = hV.illjV, 
-(e,,..-, ek) = Av.islv + e,(out, v), . . . , ek(out&, 
curry e = hvl.hv2.e( v,, v2), aPPly=mh, ozhv2, 
mkrec = Av.mkrec v, usrec = Av.unrec v, 
fix,e = fix,e, el 0 e2 = Av.e,( e2( 0)). 
It is primarily a matter of taste whether to use a notation that focuses upon elements 
(as the A-calculus does) or a notation that focuses upon functions (as the combinator 
notation does); it boils down to whether one prefers to program in languages like 
LISP, ML,. s . or in a language like FP. The two notations are essentially equally 
powerful. The above “equations” show how to transform a combinator-expression 
into a A-expression and [ 131 shows how to transform a A-expression into a com- 
binator-expression (that takes the values of the free variables as an argument). 
In the metalanguage TMLs to be used here we shall let the types distinguish 
between run-time and compile-time. e therefore replace the metavariable t by 
metavariables ct (for compile-time types) and rt (for run-time types). The abstract 
syntax is given by 
Ct::=AiICtlX l l l X~fklctl+ l l l + Cfk I Ctl + Ct2 I ret X$Ct IXi I rt, + rt2, 
xrtJrtl+ l . l +rt&ec 
rt2 the structure of t 
articular ct, +ct2 is 
rt, -+ rt2 the structu 
A-calculus and in particular r tl + rt2 i 
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run-time computations. The presence of66 ::= rt, bz means that one can talk about 
run-time computations at compile-time. When pe rming code generation run-time 
computations will correspond tocode, so this just says that a compiler may manipu- 
late code. The absence of any production of the form rt ::= . . . ct.. . is due to the 
fact that compile-time is before run-time and therefore, at run-time, one cannot talk 
about what is going to happen at compile-time. The absence ofrt ::= rt + rt in 
means that run-time procedures are not first-class citizens (so they are second-class, 
hence the 3” in TMLs). This essentially restricts us to dealing with PASCALlike 
languages. The main reason for the absence of rt ..- l * rt + rt is that it causes evere 
problems in data flow analysis [25,26] and we decided to use a common meta- 
language. Another eason is that the correctness proof in Section 7 does not easily 
generalize. 
Example. Consider the following program: 
letpky)=ifx<y then q(x,y) elsep(x-y,y) 
( ) a and 4(x, u) = x 
in p end. 
In TMLs the type of p -will be &,, x B,,, 4 because p is a run-time computation 
that takes a pair of integers (or perhaps the two top elements on the run-time stack) 
and produces an integer. The type of the body of the declaration is
because in a compiler we expect to have a pair of code segments, namely one piece 
of code for p and one piece of code for q. Note the use of x as well as X. 
For another example consider the PASCALlike program fragments 
0.9 [ 
const n = 999; 
const m = plus(n, 1); () I 
var x, y: integer; 
C 
x := 999; y := plusj;ic, 1). 
In both cases plus is a procedure that takes a pair of arguments and produces a
result. In (b) this is all done at compile-time and Tennent ] calls plus a static 
expression procedure. In (c) this is done at run-time and nnent calls plus an 
expression procedure. In TMLs this distinction is recorded by assigning to plus the 
types 
necessarily all executions). 
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The distinction between compile-time and run-time made by Raskovsky [35], 
corresponds to distinguishing between the Ai and but there is no distinction 
between + and + or between x and x etc. So the compile-time domain NUM for 
the integers (mentioned in the Introduction) corresponds to AN and the run-time 
domain INT corresponds to BN. Furthermore, Raskovsky has domains like environ- 
ments and stores with preassigned. meanings. In Paulson’s PSP system [33] there is 
a distinction between + and + and between x and x but otherwise there are no 
distinctions. The SP system consists of three programs: “grammar analyser” for 
preprocessing the semantic description, “universal translator” and “stack machine”. 
The computations performed in the universal translator correspond to our compile- 
time computations and they are specified using a define statement and rules for 
evaluating attributes. The computations performed in the stack machine correspond 
to our run-time computations, and they are specified using A-notation. A nonterminal 
with one inherited and two synthesised attributes thus roughly corresponds to a type 
(rt+rt)+(rt+rt)X(rt+rt) 
where one should note the use of + as well as +. (This is in spirit with the 
transformation in [ 111 for “eliminating” inherited attributes in an attribute gram- 
mar.) We claim that the TMLs-way of distinguishing between compile-time and 
run-time generalises the approaches of Raskovsky and Paulson in a clear way. 
We shall only study certain well-formed types ct and rt. It is a simple structural 
induction over rt to define the relation VI-rt for when all free type variables of rt 
are contained in V Analogously we define the relation VI-ct to mean that the free 
type variables of ct are contained in V and that, additionally, no rt, + rt2 in ct may 
have any free type variables. This is formalised by the following inference system: 
VI- Aj, VP Bi, 
Vl-Ct~X**- X Ctk C- Vi: Vt-Ct,, VII- rt, x . l . Xrtk C- Vi: VII-rtj, 
?&a,+ l l l + Cfk e vi: VI-ct,, Vlt- rt, + l l l +rt, * Vi: VII-Hi, 
V+Ct, + Ct2 * Vi: VbC?i, VII-rt,+rt, _ Vi: Vlkrti, 
VI-ret X,ct C- Vu {Xi}t-ct, 
VbXi ifXiE V, 
.rt C- VU{ Yi}lkrt, 
V+rt,+rt, C- flit-rt+rt,; 
Types rt satisfying @It- rt are termed closed and so are types ct satisfying @-ct. We 
shall mostly be constrained to closed types. A motivation for why all rtl + rt2 in C? 
must be closed even if ct is not is that it is not clear how to interpret code 
corresponding to nonclosed r tl =+ r t2. 
ressions is an ama&mation of the A-notation and 
the combinator-notation displayed e :xoduction ct ::= rt + rt indicates 
that when considering run-time we always consider tun-time computations rather 
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than other run-time data domains. For this reason it is very natural to rise the 
combinator notation for the run-time level. For the compile-time level we use the 
h-notation in accordance with most approaches to denotational semantics. (As has 
been said previously, it is merely a matter of taste whether to use the A-notation or 
the combinator-notation.) The abstract syntax of expressions i  given by 
e::=jJ(e,,..., ek) 1 e 4 j 1 inie 1 iSje 1 OUtje I AXi : ct.e 
Ie,q(qImkrecelunrecele,-*e,, e&ix,,e 
I~PWL.., e&ake#njIm(el,. . . , ek) 
~mkrec~unrec~cond(e,, e2, 3)1e,0 e2. 
We have excluded curry and apply because we do not have rt ::= rt-, rt. Also we 
have only one collection of constants (the& of type cti) and one fixed-point operator. 
Example. Consider program (a) of the previous example. Its semantics may be 
defined by the following TMLs expression: 
, tab))4 1. 
Here f;t and fsub are constant functions; intuitively they are h (x, y).(x c y) and 
A (x, y ).(x - y ). The components x,4 1 and x,4 2 correspond to p and q respectively 
so that the second line of the formula defines p and the take, in the third line defines 
q. Note the use of compile-time tupling (. . . , . . .) as well as run-time tupling 
tuple( . . . , . . .); this corresponds to the use of both x and x in 
It is a matter of taste whether to use “low-level” or “high-1evcP” constants A. The 
J;t and fsub used here are rather low-level, but it is possible to use higher-level 
primitives along the line of Mosses [24]; the distinction between compile-time and 
run-time is rather immune to this. In programs (b) and (c) it is natural to treat plus 
as a constant fPIUS but its type will be different in the two cases. 
We shall restrict our attention to well-formed expressions. The well-formedness 
relation 
tenvke:ct 
says that e is well-formed and of type ct assuming that every free variable Xi of e 
is in the finite domain dom(tenv) of tenv and has type tenv(xi). define the relation 
we shall assume that the types ct f of the J are closed. 
ow analyses and abstract interpretations (as mentioned in the Introduction) it is 
convenient o assume that the ct{ are additionally contravariantly pure [25]; this 
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essentially means that no rt, --) rt2 may occur to the left of a compile-time function 
space + occurring in ct$. The well-formedness relation is defined by the following 
inference system. 
ten+& : cf{, 
tenv+(e,, . . . , ek):ctlX . l l XCtk e Vi: teIWl-ei:Cti, 
tenvt-eJj:cQ C- tenvt-e:ctlx e-0 Xct&lGjSk 
tenW-init? :Ct,+ l l 9 +C& X- tenvt-e:cf#lSjdk&Vi:@-Cti, 
tenvt-isje:AT _ tenv)_e:ct,+ l l l +cfk&l~j~k 
(where AT is a designated compile-time domain that stands for the compile-time 
truth values), 
teilVl-OUtje:C?j e tenvEe:ct,+ l l l +Ct&lQjSk, 
teIW-hXi : ct.e : Ct + Cf’ * telW[Ct/JSJl- e : Ct’&(!b-Ct, 
tenvke, e2: ct * ten+ eI : ct’+ ct&tenv+ e2: ct’, 
tenvt- xi : ct _ Xi E dom(tenv) & tenv(q) = ct, 
tenvkmkrec e : ret XPct C- tenvt- e : ct[rec XfiCt/Xi] 
(where ct[ct’/X] denotes the type obtained by substituting et’ for X in ct), 
ten+unrec e : ct[rec XcCt/Xi] L- ten+ e : ret X+ct, 
tenv+e,+e2, e3:ct _ tenvt-e,:AT&tenv+e2:ct&tenvt-e,: ct, 
tenvHix,,e:ct * tenvl-e:ct+ct 
(and turning to the run-time level we have), 
tenvI-tup?a(e,, . . . , ek):rt+rtlX l l l Xrtk C- Vi: tUW--ei:rf+Tti, 
teIlVt-takei : rt, X l l l Xr&+r$ C- lQjSk&Vi: QII-rti, 
tenVt-inj:rt++rt,+ l l l +rfk e l~j~k&Vi:0It-rti, 
ten+case(e,, . . . , ek):rtl+ l l l +rtk+rf L- Vi: tt%lVl-ei:rti+rt, 
.rt) * @I-ret q.rt, 
Cr tenvl- el : rt, 3 tenvt- e2 :rt, -+ rt2 tenvl- e3 :rt, + rt2, 
e the type of run-time truth values), 
tenv+elCle2:rt,+r~f C- tenvl-e,:rt2+rt3&tenvl-e2:rtI-+rt2. 
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In this type system an expression may have more than one type, e.g., in, may have 
as well as I+ . A similar problem arises because 
there are distinct types ct, and cf2 such that cti[rec Xi.Ct,/X,l gives the same type 
for i = 1 and i = 2. (An example is 
ct, = X1 x ret X2.X1 x X, and ct2 = (ret X,.X, x (ret X2.X1 x X2)) x X2 .) 
These phenomena may be alleviated by indexing the primitives with more informa- 
tion about types but for the sake of readability we shall abstain from this. 
An expression e is well-formed iff there exists tenv and ct such that tenvke: ct 
and it is closed if tenv may be chosen as the empty mapping $9. 
Fact. If e is closed, its type(s) will be closed. 
Proof. This is a corollary of a more general result: if tenv has a finite domain 
1 Xl,---, xN} and each tenv(xi) is closed, then ten+ e : et implies that ct is closed. 
The proof of this statement is by induction on the formal proof of tenv+ e : ct. 0 
We shall see later that we shall impose further conditions upon those expressions 
for which we generate code. In Section 5 we define a predicate composite that must 
be satisfied for all ct that index fix operators in the expressions. The restricted 
metalanguage will be called TMLsc. 
3. Semantics 
An expression in TMLs is typically obtained by using the semantic equations in 
some language definition to transform a program into an expression of TMLs. We 
want to do many things with a given program, e.g., to investigate its input-output 
behaviour, to generate code for it or to do a data flow analysis upon it and therefore 
we must be able to use the TMLs expressions for many purposes. Hence TMLs 
does not have a single fixed semantics but rather one semantics for every choice of 
how to interpret he primitives. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 below. By an inferpretotion 
we mean a specification of the semantics of those primitives in TMLs whose meaning 
may change. These primitives will be those concerned with the run-time level as 
the remaining ones will mean the same in all interpretations. Thus another way 
to view the distinction between the types ct and rt is that rt ranges over those 
types that may mean different things in different applications whereas (ignoring 
ct::=rt+ rt) ct ranges over those types whose meanings we never want to alter. 
According to this view it is merely a matter of goo that this coincides 
with the distinction between run-ti 
e begin with e ru es. 
e standard interpretation is the one that gives rise to the semantics that describes 
the input-output meaning of programs. There are very many approaches to domain 
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Fig. 1. 
theory, e.g., [38,39,40,42] to name a few, and we shall follow [42] in formulating 
the meaning S([rt]l of a type rf as a functor over a category of cpo’s. We shall briefly 
recall the concepts and facts used bar we refer to the literature for full details and 
proofs. For domain theory [43] and [L ] are stG.n<sz! textbooks and [37] is a recent 
textbook that also follows the sort of preach of [42]. For category theory some 
books are 123 and [HI. Further references to the hterature may be found in the 
books mentioned. 
For a closed type rt its meaning sl[rt]l will be a cpo. A cpo D is a partially ordered 
set (0, c) with a least element 1 and with a least upper bound Un d, of every chair 
(tin)“, i.e., of every sequence &,E dl c &C l . l . A cpo D is Jlat iff dl c & implies 
that d, = I or d, = & A functisnf: D + E from one cpo (0, C-) to another cpo (E, C-) 
is monotonic iff d, c dz implies f(d,) of. Then a chain (&)” over D gives rise 
to a chain (f(d& over E. The function is continuous iff f(U,& = urrf(d,) and 
is strict iff f(l) = 1. The category CPOs has as objects the set of cpo’s and as 
morphisms the strict and continuous functions. (Strictly speaking not all sets can 
be allowed because the class of objects then is “too big” to be a set; ways around 
this are discussed in [ 181.) The identity and the composition are the natural ones. 
This category contains a subcategory FCPOs of the flat cpo’s and the strict and 
continuous functions. This subcategory is isomorphic to the category pfn of sets 
and partial function To see this, note that f: D + E in FCPOs gives rise to 
f : D\(I) + E\Ul whereS( d) is undefined whe r f (d) =_L and otherwise 
$(d) equals f(d); in the other direction, g : D + E in gives rise to g’ : DL + E, 
in where D,_ is D u {I) ordered as a flat cpo and g’(d) = I when d = _L or 
g( s undefined and otherwise g’(d) = g(d). En the sequel we shall implicitly use 
this isomorphism to relate a continuous function (e.g., in the denotational semantics) 
m the machine defined i
cannot just define tj as a cpo, i.e., as an object of 
(covariant) functo 
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(f l g) = F(f) l F(g). To solve recursive domain equations we shall need to 
further structure upon the functors. In the category C s the set Hom(A, B) 
of morphisms from A to B may be partially ordered by 
fLg iff VaEA: f(a)rg(a). 
Since composition is monotonic with respect o this partial ordering, the category 
CPQs is a so-called Q-category [2,42]. It is easy to show that each Hom(A, B) in 
CPOs is a cpo with least upper bounds of chains given by 
Llnfn = ML (f,(a))- 
Since composition is strict and continuous with respect o the partial ordering the 
category CPOs is a CPOs-category [2]. 
A functor F: 4 + c from one CPOs-category A to another C s-category C is 
locally continuous [42] iff for all objects A and B of A the mapping 
FM : Hom(A, B) + Hom( F,(A), FO( B)) 
is a continuous function. 
For a type rt satisfying { Y, , . . . , YN}lt-rt we define S[rtl (or Sl[rt]l,,,_..,y,,,} to be 
precise) as a locally continuous functor from the category N to the category 
CPOs; here CPOsN is the CPOs-category with objects that are ALtuples of cpo’s 
and morphisms that are N-tuples of strict and continuous functions and where the 
composition is defined componentwise. In the case rt = Bi, we define 
where Ai is some flat cpo and & is the constant functor over A, i.e., 
KA(&,-•, YN)=A and &(fi,...,fN)=idA. 
In the sequel we shall assume that AT is {true, false, 1) ordered as a flat cpo. In 
the case rt = rt, x * l . %rtk we define 
S[rfl X . . l Xrfkl = * . (S[rtJ, . . . , S[rf&. 
To explain this we need the auxiliary function “smash” that sends ( dl , . . . , dk) to 
(I , . . . , I) if any di is _l. and otherwise sends (d, , . . . , dk) to itself. The functor * 
is the smash product functor defined by 
f 1-c.. *&=h(d*,... 9 dd~smash(h(dl)9~. . ,h(dk)), 
where c is defined componentwise. The notation ( Fl, . . . , Fk) stands for the tu 
of the functors 
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to Cartesian product in The case rt = rtl + l l l +rtk ii; ~~r~k~gous and we define 
Sl[rtl + l l 9 +rtJ = + . (S([rtJ, . . . , S[rtJ). 
The functor + is the coalesced sum functor defined by 
if v=.L orv=(& w) andA(w) 
ifv=(i,w),andff(w)#& 
where d’cd”iff d’=_l. or d’=(i, d:) and d”=(i,dy) and d:Edr in Di. Again note 
that the coalesced sum of flat cpo’s is a flat cpo so that coalesced sum in CPOs 
corresponds to disjoint union in pfn. 
Turning to the use of type variables we put S[ Yin = Pi wher? Pi is the ith projection 
functor defined upon objects and morphisms by &(o,, . . . , pN) = vim For a recursive 
domain ree Y N+l .rt we first define the effect upon objects ( Y,, . . . , YN). A locally 
continuous functor S[rt]l@( Yl, . . . , YN) is defined by 
S[rt]l@( Yl, . . . , yN)( y) = artn( & 9 . . . ) YN, y), 
S[rtjj@( Y,, . . . , y,)(f)= SUrdll&,,...,jd, ,f). 
s there is a cpo II with only one element. It is a so-called initial object 
because for any cpo A there is precisely one strict and continuous function from U 
to A namely I defined by hu.l. In analogy with the notion of a chain (f”(I)), for 
a continuous function f we construct he chain CHAIN(S[rtn, ( Y1,. . . , Y&j of 
objects and morphisms as illustrated in 
Ld f S[rt]l@ P( u) b (S[rtj@ P)*(U) + l . l . 
Here Y abbreviates ( Y,, . . . , YN ). 
It turns out that all the functions (Sgrt@J( Yl, . . . , YN))“(I) are embeddings: an 
embedding e : A+ B is a morphism for which there exists a (necessarily unique) 
morphism e” : B -, A such that e” l e = idA and e l e”E ids. In analogy with the notion 
of an upper bound of the chain (f”(Q),,, we define a cone [42] (D, (m)J to be a 
diagram of the form shown in Fig- 2 such that all small triangles (hence all triangles) 
commute, i.e., such that for all n 
I[rtn@( Yl, . . . , yN)n(l)e 
Fig. 2. 
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A cone (0, (I-“),,) is limiting iff for all cones ( Dv, (rk),,) there exists precisely o 
(so-called mediating) morphism r of C s such that r; = r 9 r,. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 3. It turns out that a limiting cone always exists and we shall write 
LIMIT(S[rtB, (Yi, . . . , YN)) 
for a particular choice 1421. By setting 
we have defined the effect of ret YN+l.rt upon objects. 
,...,Y,) (U) 
g[I rtD(@(Y1,. . . ,Y,) (1) 
* 
. . . 
(@I r tD@tyl,.. . ,Y,)? m-, . . . 
Fig. 3. 
When (0, (I-“),) is a limiting cone the r, are embeddings and the sequence (r, l t-U,), 
is a chain with Unr” l rt = id,,. This condition uniquely characterises limiting cones 
in that a cone (0, (r”),,) of embeddings r, is limiting iff 11” r,. r: = idD. The 
mediating morphism r to a cone (D’, (I-;),,) is r = Un r; l r-1 and if (D’, (I$),) is 
also limiting, r is an isomorphism, i.e., there is a (necessarily unique) morphism 
r-l such that r 9 F’ = idDI and r-l . r = idD. 
Consider now the effect of ree YN+,.rt on morphisms (fi, . . . ,fi). Let each& be 
a morphism from Yi to Yi and write (0, (&) for the limiting cone 
LIMIT(S[rt), ( Yl , . . . , YN)) and (D’, (I$,),,) for the limiting cone 
LIMIT(S[rtn, (Y;, . . . , Yh)). We are to define a morphism from D to D’, and the 
idea is to transform (D’, (FL),) into a cone for the chain 
CHAIN(S[rtn, ( Y1,. . . , YN)) and then use the mediating morphism from D to 
For this we define the continuous function 
mww .., umfi ,...,fN,fb 
Then 
umwi ,...,fN)w)n) 
is a cone as is illustrated in Fig. 4. then define 
urtn~(fi,...,.~~!)n(I). 4 
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SK rtl]@tY1,. . l ,YN) Ll.) 
u -L_E rtlVZ%Y1,. - l ,YNl WI- @ (gU rtD@(Y1,. . . ,Y,) 1 2 NJ). . = 
gUrtll@(f,, . . ..f.l LJJ 
*I 
@I rtn~(f,,...,f,))2(u.. 
S[l: rtnGhYi, .-.,Yi) (J-1 
(~[Irtn~(Yi,...,Y~))2cv)... 
'... 
Fig. 4. 
this, define (D’, (r;),) by 
D’= t!qrtjJ@( Y, , . . l , Y,)(B), 
This defines a cone because Sl[rt)@( Yl, . . . , YN) is a functor. It defines a limiting 
cone because S[rt]l@( Y1,. . . , YN) is locally continuous so that 
Ll n r; l rf = U, 4I4l@( K, . . . 9 W(m) l ~lM@( K, . . . 9 YNk)” 
= LL si[l4l@( YI,. . . 9 YNk l 4) 
= S[rtn@( Y1,. . . , YN)(idD) 
= idS[rrl@( Y,, . . I, YJtJ)(D)* 
This means that 
ISO(S(rtlj, ( Yl , . . . , Yid)= LL 4I4l@V,,..., YNkP C+l 
defines an isomorphism from D to S[rtn@( Y1,. . . , Y,)(D). 
To complete the treatment of the standard semantics of the run-time types we define 
(rtl + rtz) = Sl[rtJ + s sl[rt21. 
Each rtj is closed so that each SgrtJ is a constant functor over some cpo, and 
therefore we identify it with that cpo. The +S stands for the cpo of strict and 
continuous functions. Since the ) are flat cpo’s a 
construction of limiting cones preserve flatness both 
cpo’s. Hence be identified with a cpo of partial functions 
from the set tJ\{I}. (This means that we tacitly assume 
the run-time level to be an “eager” or call-by-value language rather than a “lazy” 
or call-by-name language.) 
en we come to code generation in Section 5, we s 
and it will specify that (rt, + rt2) is some domain of code. It is therefore 
to define the type part of an interpretation or a type interpretation, to be 
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an rt, + rf2 indexed family of cpo’s I(rt, + r@. The semantics I[ct]l of compile-time 
types ct is then parameterised on the type interpretation. However, we cannot simply 
define I([ctl as a locally continuous functor over the category CPQs. The problem 
is that the function space functor is not covariant in its left argument. There are 
various ways of circumventing this problem. One is to formulate function space as 
a covariant functor over the category CPOe; this category has cpo’s as objects and 
embeddings of CPOs as morphisms. Then function space + is defined by 
Di + Dz = the cpo of continuous functions from D1 to .Q 9 
e,+e2=Ae.e2 9 em ep. 
We shall prefer not to follow this approach as CPOe is not a C 
(although it is an Q-category). 
Instead we follow Reynolds [36] and define function space +, and I[ctl in general, 
as a domain functor. To explain this, we define the category CPO2s to have the 
cpo’s as the objects and the pairs (fr : A + B,& : B + A) of strict and continuous 
functions as the morphisms from A to B. The identity over A is the pair of identify 
functions on A and composition is defined by 
When ordering morphisms componentwise, i.e., (f, , f2) G ( gl, gz) iff fr c fi and g, c 
g2, we get a CPOs-category. We write ( fl , f2)R = ( f2, fi) and term a functor 
F : CP02sN + CPO2s symmetric iff 
F(Q:, . l 0 3 Qk) = F(Q,, . . l 3 QdRm 
Then a domain functor is a locally continuous and symmetric (covariant) functor 
over CPO2s. Defining 
D+ E = the cpo of continuous functions from D to E, 
(fi ,h) + (g, gz) = (Ahog, l h .f2, hh.g, l h l 4;) 
we obtain a domain functor +. If F : C 
functor, the equations 
s is already a locally continuous 
FS(D ,,...,DN)=F(DI,...,DN), 
FYQ,,... 9 QN) = U=(Q,& . . .s ~~3.0, F(Q,,/&. .p QJ&)) 
define a domain fun 
For a type ct satis 
~~1) from 
nd in the base case we define 
k define :r domain functor 
ogous to the definition 
i II 
= 
i’ 
where KA now means the constant functor over A in Also it does not harm 
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using the same cpo’s Ai as were used in the definition of 
Il[ct1 x l . ’ x ctJ = x s . (Il[ctJ, . . . , Ibct&, 
1. For products we have 
OS& + CPOs is the cartesian product functor; its efinition is analogous 
to that of smash product * except hat there is no mention of smash. For sums we 
have 
Il[ct, + l . . +ctkn = +s .(Iuctln,. . . , Iuctkn), 
Osk + CPOs is the separated sum functor defined by 
D,+ ..“+Dk=({I}U Ui{i}XDi,C_), 
f+ l -*+fk=hd. 
I ifd=& 
I 
(i,h(di)) if d =(i, di), 
where E is defined as 
I[ctl + ct2n = 
and for free variables 
for coalesced sum. For function space we have 
+ l mhn, mm 
(where pi is the ith projection functor over CP02s) and for run-time computations 
ml + rhn = ~l(~~,+~,~). 
For recursive domains we put 
4bc Xnr+14(xl 9 . . . 9 X,) = Dl?UctD, (Xl 9 . . . 9 &)I, 
Il[rec XN+,.Ctn(fi :X1 + Xl,, . . . , fN :X, + Xl,) 
where D[. . .] and r[. . .] have been generalized from CPOs to CPO2s in such a way - _ 
that r[. . .]z is r[. . .] f. (This is quite straightforward [36]; if desired, the details may 
be found in [25] section 2.23.) If ct is closed, Il[ctj will be a constant functor over 
some cpo and we shall feel free to identify l[ctn with that cpo. It should also be 
noted that the use of Cartesian product instead of smash product, separated sum 
instead of coalesced sum, and function space instead of strict function space is the 
reason why the compile-time level is a “lazy” or call-by-name language (as denota- 
tional metalanguages u ually are). 
now turn to the expressions of T Ls. Again our approach will be to para- 
e the semantics on an interpret rimitives whose seman 
or an expression i terpreta- 
- constants 
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(mkrec) in Il[rt[rec 
(unrec) in Il[reC Yi.rt+rt[reC 
for all possible (i.e., type correct) choices of rt and Hi; 
- functionals 
I(tuple) in Il[(rt + rtJ X . l l X (rt + rtk) + (rt + rtl X l l . X rtk)l, 
I(case) in I[(rtl + rt) X l l l x (rtk + rt) + (rtl + l l l +rtk + rt)l, 
I(cond) in I[(rtl -+ &) x (rtl + rt2) x (rtl + rt2) + (rt, + r&)1, 
I(U) in I&&+ rt3) x (rtl + rtJ + (rt, + rt3)n 
for all possible (i.e., type correct) choices of rt and Hi; 
- the meaning of I(fix,,) in Il[(ct + ct) + ctn for all closed types ct; in case of TMLsc 
only for closed types ct that satisfy the predicate composite defined in Section 5. 
To exemplify this, we define the expression part of the standard interpretation 
S, except hat we leave the constants S(J) unspecified. We have 
S(takej) = h(dl, . . . , dk).d,, 
S(inj) = Ad. 
I ifd=I, 
(j, d) otherwise, 
S(mkrec) = ISO(S[rtJ, ( ))-’ for each type ret Y.rt, 
S(unrec) = ISo(S[ttjl, ( )) for each type ret 
S(tuple)(h 9 . . . 9 fk) = ~d.smaW’ddL.. . ,hVh 
ifd=& 
if d = tc’ 
9 
d ) 
i 9 
I ifS,(d) = I, 
S(cond)(.& ,A.&) = Ad. Md) iff,(d) = true, 
f,(d) ifg;(d) = false, 
S(O)(fi A) = A4MM)), xAF) = l=(F), 
least fixed-point operator. The correctness of the 
for all closed types .rt. This follows from the well-known fact that 
N+l 1) 
as may be proved by structural induction on rt’. 
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on an interpretation I, i.e., a type interpretation 
an expression interpretation I, the semantics of expressions e may be defined. If 
tenv t-e : ct where dom(tenv) = {x, , . . . , xN} and tenv(xi) = cti, we define a con- 
tinuous function 
l l l x Il[ctJ 3 l[ctlj 
(or mll(*tm”. ct) to be precise). The structural induction is straightforward but for 
completeness ake we write it out in full. 
4lNl(env) = WA 
4I(e 19-=-r ek)l(env)= MMl(envL., ~U4Kenv)), 
I[eJjj(env) = Uj where (Q, . . . , ok) = Irl[en(env), 
I[inje](env) = (j, I[en(env)), 
_l if f[e)(env) = I, 
Il[isjen (env) = true if I[en(env) = (j, V) for some 0, 
false otherwise, 
‘uoutjentenv) = 
v if l[en(env) = (j, tl), 
I oaherwise 
9 
IIAxN+, : cf.en(env) = Ad.l[e~(d,, . . . , d,, d) where env = (d,, . . . , dN), 
~Uw2D(env) = 4Hi(en~)( 
Il[x&nv) = di where (d,, . . . , dN) = env, 
lUmkrec eIl(env) = (ISO(l[ct], ( ))Q)(l[en(env)), 
Uunrec el(env) = uso(qctn, ( ))&l)(l[en(env)), 
[ 
I if Il[eJ(env) = I, 
I[el + e2, e&env) = Il[e2n(env) if I[e,j(env) = true, 
Il[eJ(env) if I[eJ(env) = false, 
Ufiwflbv~= @dMMl(envh 
I[tuple( e, , . . . , edlbv) = WqWUUe,B(en~), . . . 9 
j(env) = I(iOj), 
(e 1 ). . . 9 dl(env) = (c=MM(env), . . . 9 
(env) = 
(env) = 
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This completes the definition ofthe semantics ofT Lsc). The correctness 
of the definitions of [mkrec en and [unrec ejJ use that I[ct[rec &ct/&]~ equals 
I[ctl(rl[rec Xi.ct]l). 
. An abstract machine 
In this section we shall introduce a simple stack machine AM. It has been patterned 
after the Functional Abstract Machine FAM used by Cardelli in his implementation 
of ML [7] and is also close in spirit to the Categorical Abstract Machine CAM [9]. 
However, AM is a bit closer to a traditional machine in that code is a sequence of 
instructions that is kept separate from the data. In Section 5 we shall formulate a 
simple code generation strategy for the metalanguage by defining an interpretation. 
It is important o note that there is nothing canonical about the use of AM or the 
particular code generation strategy adopted; different choices may be accommodated 
by defining different interpretations. 
A configuration for AM is a triple (PC, ST, CS). The PC is a program cow&, 
i.e., an index into the fixed machine program PR. The ST is a value stack that 
contains the arguments passed to functions and primitive operations as well as the 
values returned. The CS is a control stack that contains the return addresses for 
function calls. The stacks ST and CS will always be written with their tops to the 
left. It is natural to think of PC and the elements on CS as integers although they 
really should be bounded representations of integers. Concerning the elements on 
ST we shall follow the usual practice and not record the type of elements at run-time. 
It will be convenient, however, to be able to think of ST as containing elements of 
different size. One way to accommodate this on a machine with a fixed wordsize is 
to represent a datum by a sequence w1 . . . wl where w1 is I and w2.. . wl represents 
the datum proper. So a pair (x, y) may be represented by wwf . . . w;Cw( . . . WY, where 
w is wt+ wi+ 1 and wf .. . wf represents x and wr .. . WY, represents y. Another 
way is to let the representation w of a datum be a pointer into a heap (a fourth 
component of configurations) whose elements are structured as outlined above. A 
variant of this is used in FAM [7,8], where pointers are greater than some integer 
K and an integer less than K is then used to represent a small-sized atum. The 
actual details do not matter here, so we shall simply represent a tuple (x, y ) by the 
list [r,; r,,] where x is represented by r, and y is represented by ry. This corresponds 
to working with a set Rep of representations informally defined by Rep= 
Word + Rep* where p* is the set of lists of representations. e value stack ST 
then belongs to Rep . 
It may be helpful at this point to consider how elements of UrtD will be represen- 
ted, although this information is not really necessary until we come to the correctness 
proof in Section 7. The basic idea is to define a fa sentation functions 
ecall that in Section 3 we a 
will be a flat cpo.) The function %?l[rtl should be total so that all data elements may 
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be represented, and it should be one-one so that data elements may be decoded 
into abstract values. Note that it is possible for one representation to represent 
different values of different ypes, i.e., there may be v1 E sl[rtll and v2 E EJl[rtJ such 
that 92[rtJ( v,) = 9[rtJ( v2) although v1 # v2. (Also note that Bl[rtl could not always 
be one-one if we had included rt ::= rt, + rt2 in TMLs.) The presence of recursive 
domains makes it more convenient o define a strict and continuous function 
where{Y,,..., YN) II- rt and each repi : Y;: + Rep, is a strict and continuous function 
from a flat cpo Y;: into the flat cpo of representations. In the base case we define 
N%ll(~qh,. l . , repN) = StriCt(hVa9?i( V)), 
n\(I) + Rep is an a priori given one-one total function and strict(f) 
maps I to J_ and otherwise v to f(v). Next 
%!I[rt* x l . . x rtkn(rep,, . . . , repN) 
= strict(h(vl, . . . , vk).[5Q[rtJ(repl,. . . , rephl)(v,); . . . ; 
wkn~~~~l, l . . 9 mdh)l~ 
as has been hinted at above, and 
B[rtl+. l l +rfJ(repl, . . . , repN) 
= strict(A(j, v,).[j; BI[rfJ(repl, . . . , rep&+)]), 
where we omit a formal transformation of the integer j to a word in Word. For 
recursive domains 
where %![rt]@(rep,, . . . , repN j is A rep9[rt]l(rep,, . . . , rep,,,, rep) and r[s[rt), 
(Y l,-0-9 YN)]” is as in Section 3. The key to understanding the last equation is that 
is a cone of the chain CHAIN(SI[rfn, ( Y1,. . . , YN)) considered when defining 
+I~41Wl,~~~, I”‘). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 and will be proved as part 
of the proof of the following lemma. In an example after the lemma we shall show 
that elements of recursive domains are represented by their finite unfoldings. 
e above equations de#ne a one-one, strict and continuous function 
N ) provided fh a each repi is one-one, strict and continuous and t 
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Fig. 5. 
that {Y,,..., UN} II- r t. Furthermore, 
a[rt)(repl l fi, . . . , reh l f~) = WWm ). . . 9 whf) 9 slIrtlK.~ 3 D D m ,$Al) 
provitied that each J is very strict, i.e., f,(d) =I iffd =I, and then also 
S[rtj(fi, . . . , fN) is very strict. 
Proof. We prove the result by structurai rxkction on rt. The case rt ::= 
straightforward as Slrtj( fr , . . . , fN) is the identity and Q[rtl(repl, . . . , rep& does 
not depend on the repi. In the case rt ::= rtl x . l . x rtk, it is straightforward that 
~Udl(~~h..., rep& is one-one, strict and continuous and the equation follows 
by the induction hypothesis because ach S[rtJ(fi , . . . , fN) is very strict. The case 
rt ::= rtl + l . . + rtk is similar and the case rt ::= Y;: is immediate. This leaves us with 
the case rt ::=rec YN+l . rt, . It is convenient o abbreviate 
rep = (rep1 9 .. . 9 wd, r, = ~[4Ml, ( Y,, . . . 9 &A9 
en = (SUrt,p( YI, l l . , YN))n(l), S, = (Wl[rrJ@rep)“(L). 
To show that 9 rt](rep) is a well-defined, strict and continuous function, it suffices 
to show that (Rep,, (s,),) is a cone for C#AIN(SI[rt,], (Y,, . . . , YN)) because the 
formula for the mediating morphism is the same as the one used to define B![rt](rep). 
So we must show that all small triangles in 
el 
-... 
<I/ S1 S2 . . . 
Rep, 
do commute. We prove s”+~ . en = s,, by mathematical induction on n and the case 
n = 0 follows by strictness. For the induction step we assume that s,,+~ l en = s, and 
calculate 
h-2 l en+, = ~[rt#rep19.. . , repN9 s”+,) ’ I[rtl~(id, l . @, id, e,,) 
= Bl[rtJ(repl 0 id,. e . , repN 6 id, s,+~ l a) 
=S n+l 
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because e, is an embedding and thereby is very strict. To see that S[rstl(rep) is 
one-one, we first note that all S, are (by induction on n). If d, # d2, there exists an 
M such that r”,(d,) # r:(&) for ail n 2 m. Hence, 
for all n 3 m. Since Rep, is flat, it follows that 
Wk~Jl(rep)(d,) Z: ~Urtl(rep)(d2) 
so that %l[rtl(rep) is indeed one-one. 
Turning to the equation we assume that A has functionality J : Y: + Y and we 
abbreviate 
sk = Wrhll8(rqh 91 go . . 9 reh l fnr))“U), 
e’, = (S[rtJ@( Y;, . . . , Yh))"(I), 
The equation then amour:s to 
and this is the case because 
where the last equality is by a straightforward numerical induction on n (that 
resembles the proof of s,+~ l e,+, =s”+~ ). Finally, we must show that 
surmf l,. . . , fN)(d) = I iff d = 1. Here “if”’ is immediate because of strictness and 
for “only if”, assume that sl[rtl(fi, . . . , fN)(d) = 1. Then 
for all n. But r, is an embedding and hence very strict and using the induction 
hypothesis for rt, it follows that rF( d) = A. for all n. This implies d = 1,. Cl 
le. We now illustrate the representation of elements of recursive domains. It 
follows from the lemma that 
.Ftn( ) l rn = (@![rt]@( ))“(I) ( 1 * 
.rt is closed and r, = r[S[rtn, ( )I,,. Furthermore, 
.Ftn( )(d) = (%[rtn@( ))“(l)(r;(d)) when d = t&“,(d)) 
as follows from substituting p&$(d)) for d on the left-hand side and using (*). 
nd that means that for all d there is a (minimal) number nd such 
.Ftn( ) = Ad.(!BI[rtj@( ))“d(d). 
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This means that an element of a recursive type is represented by a jhite unfolding. 
For a concrete xample, let rt be and assume that ) = {unit},. Then 
ree &.rt may be used to code the nonnegative integers, e.g., the number 3 is coded 
bY 
d = mkrec( inz( mkrec(in2(mkrec( inp( mkrec( in 1 (unit)))))))) E 
Then nd = 4 and r:(d) = in2(in2(in2(inl(unit)))) so that the number 3 is represented 
bY 
(N&.J + u,ll@( ))4(N%d)) 
= P; 1% 1% D,01111 _ 
assuming that &(unit) = 0. (This representation ofvalues is rather naive and various 
improvements may be found in [8].) 
We now return to the definition of the AM machine. The program PR is a seguence 
of instructions and the syntax of instructions inset Ins is given by 
ins ::= enter 1 switch 1 take(j) 1 tuple( k) 1 push(j) 1 branch( I,, . . . ,I,) 
kW) IgoW) lb ranchfalse( I) 1 opr( w) 1 call(I) 1 return, 
where j and k are positive integers, w is a specification of an operation and I and 
the li belong to a set Lab of labels. (A similar machine with additional instructions 
has been used in [31].) We define the semantics of programs and instructions by 
means of an operational semantics. This amounts to defining a relation +PR or just 
+ between configurations of the machine. The intention with 
(PC, ST, cs) +pR (PC’, ST’, cs’) 
is that in the configuration (PC, ST, CS) the instructions PRJPC is executed leading 
to the new configuration (PC’, ST’, CS’). When PC is lescp than 1 or greater than the 
length of PR, there is no configuration (PC’, ST’, CS’) such that (PC, ST, CS) + 
(PC’, ST’, CS’). When PC is between 1 and the length of P ble 1 defines the 
relation by cases on the instruction PRJPC listed to the left. e notation v :: ST is 
an abbreviation for the concatenation [ v]“ST of the lists [v] and ST and the notation 
PC(~) stands for the minimal index j such that Jj is def( I). (It is convenient o 
be able to use symbolic labels rather than h to use absolute addresses and 
def( C) is a dummy instruction that defines the label 1.) 
matching so if, for example, C is “enter” but the co 
then the rule for “enter” do ot apply and there is no 
e write +* for the re exive transitive 610s 
no next configuration exists, i.e., if th 
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Table 1. 
enter: 
switch: 
take(j): 
tuple( k): 
push(j): 
branch(l,, . . . , lk): 
def( 1): 
goto( I): 
branchfalse( I):
opr(w): 
call( 1): 
return: 
(PC,~::ST,CS)+(FC+~,~::U::ST,CS) 
(W 4 l = v2::ST,CS)+(PC+1,u2::v,::ST,CS) 
(~,rv,;=..; v,J::ST,CS)+(FC+l, u,::ST,CS) if lGj<k 
(PC, v,:: . . . ::vk::ST,CS)+(PC+l,[vl;...; v&:ST,CS) 
(PC, ST, CS) + (PC+ 1, v :: ST, CS) where v is the representation f j 
(PC, v :: ST, CS) + (pc( b), ST, CS) if v is a representation f an integer j 
between 1and k and if pc(I,) is defined 
(PC,ST,CS)+(FC+l,ST,CS) 
(PC, ST, CS) * (pc( I), ST, CS) if pc( I) is defined 
(PC, v :: ST, CS) + (PC + 1, ST, CS) if v represents rue 
(PC, t) :: ST, CS) + <pc( I), ST, CS) is t) represents false 
and if pc( I) is defined 
(FC,v::ST,CS)+(PC+1,sh(w)(v)::ST,CS) if a(w)(v) is defined where 
n(w) is the (unspecified) semantics of w 
(FC,ST,CS)-,(pc(l),ST,(PC+l)::CS) if PC(~) is defined 
(PC, ST, PC’:: CS) + (PC’, ST, CS) 
(PC, ST, CS) + (PC’, ST’, CS’). It will be convenient o let 
(PC, ST, CS) +** (PC’, ST’, CS’) 
mean that 
(PC, ST, CS) +* (PC’, ST’, CS’) 7/ 
so that (PC’, ST’, CS’) is the final configuration reached when starting with the initial 
configuration (PC, ST, CS). It is straightforward to verify that the semantics is 
deterministic n that 
(PC, ST, CS) + (PC’, ST’, CS’) and (PC, ST, CS) + (PC”, ST”, CS’) 
implies (PC’, ST’, CS’) = (PC”, W’, CS”). 
It follows that +* has the Church-Rosser property and that 
9 ST 9 CS) +** (PC’, ST’, CS’) and (PC, ST, CS) +** (PC’, ST’, CS’) 
implies (PC’, ST’, CS’) = (PC”, ST’, CS”) 
so that also +** is deterministic. 
It is convenient o summa&e the overall operation of the machine by defining a 
partial function 
UN(PR, PC) : State - State 
nalogously a strict and continuous function RIJ N( PR, PC) : State, -+ State,), 
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The intention with error PC is to record a program counter PC out of range, errorlab 
records a sequencer to an undefined label, error sT records a value stack containing 
too few elements, errores records a control stack containing too few elements and 
error,, records an error due to the top element on the value stack. We define 
RUN( PR, PC)(error,) = errorpc; 
RuN( P& Pc)(eKorlab) = errorlab; 
RUN( PR, PC)(erro& = errorsr; 
RUN(PR, PC)(error& = errorcs; 
RUN( PR, PC)( error,,,) = error,,,; 
let (PC, ST, CS) + $2 (PC’, ST’, CS’) in 
RUN(PR, PC)(ST, CS) = 
PC’ < 1 or PC’ > length(PR) + 1, 
PC’ = length( PR) + 1, 
1 s PC’ G length( PR) and PR$PC’ 
transfers control to I and PC(Z) is 
undefined, 
16 PC’ s length( PR) and PRJPC’ = 
return, 
there exists ST, and (PC”, ST”, CS”) 
such that (PC’, ST’^STO, CS’) + 
(PC”, ST’, CS’), 
16 PC’s length( PR) and, for all ST0 
with STO& 1 = ST& 1, for all CSO, and for 
all PR, with P&&PC’ = PRJPC’, it holds 
that (PC’, ST,, C&J f PRo. 
This clearly defines a partial function as the various conditions are mutually exclus- 
ive. It is also clear that RUN(PR, PCO)(STO, CSO) is undefined whenever 
(PC,, ST,, CSO) loops, i.e., whenever there are (PC,, ST,, CS,) such that 
(PC,, ST,, CS,) + (PC”+*, ST,+I, C%+I) 
for all n > 0. Examination of the rules for + and the definition of RUN( PR, 
shows that this is the only situation where undefinedness may occur. 
We now show one strategy for generating code for 
Section 3, this will be formulated by d 
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we shall need to generate unique labels. In a compiler this may be done by modifying 
some global variable that keeps track of the labels generated. This is not possible 
in denotational definitions and instead we shall pass an additional parameter that 
can be used to ensure uniqueness of the labels. So we define the type part of 
(rtl --) rf2) = (Occ-* Ins*)*, 
where Occ is the set of sequences of integers, i.e., Occ = {. . . , -1, 0, 1, . . .}*. We 
then assume the existence of a one-one total function 
mklab : Occ + Lab 
so that uniqueness of the labels generated can be controlled by the occurrences 
occ E Oct. -4 variant of this definition would be to use K( rt, --) rtz) = Occl + s( Ins*), , 
but then we would have to assert hat g E K(rt 1 + rt2) maps occ to I iff occ is 1. 
When specifying the expression part of the coding interpretation K we shall 
exclude the lu(ff) from consideration as also the S(A) have been left unspecified. 
Except for K(fix,,) the definition is straightforward. For the constants we put 
K(takej) = Aocc.[take( j)], K(inj) = Aocc.[push(j); tuple(2)], 
K(mkrec) = AOCC.[ 1, K(unrec) = hocc.6 ]. 
It should be clear from the example in Section 4 that no code should be generated 
for mkrec and unrec as elements of recursive domains are represented by their finite 
unfoldings. The effect of the functionals on gi’s that are not 1 is 
(tuple)(g,, . . . , gic) = hocc. 
[enter]“(g,(occ”[k]))“[switch]A . . . A 
[enter]A(gz(occ”[2]))A[switch]“(g,(occA[ l]))^ tuple(k)], 
(-)(gls. . -3 gd = Aocc. 
[enter; take(2); switch; take( 1); branch( Z1, . . . , lk)] A 
[def(~,)lA(gl(occA[ll))*[goto(h+l)3^ . . . A 
[def(l,-,)l^(gk-,(occ^Ck - ~l~~A~g~~~~~~+~~lAC~~f~6)3^~~~~~~~A~~l~~A 
Me44+l)l, 
where Zi = mklab(occ^[-i]), 
kl,&,g3)=~oc~~ 
[enter]A(g,(occ”[l]))A 
[branchfalse( Z,)]“(gz(occA[2]))^[goto( lJjh 
[def(~l)lA(g3(occA[31))A[def(~~)l 
where li = mklab(occ^[ -i]), 
(n)(g,, gz) = Aocc. 
g2(oCcn[21)Ag,(OcSA[ 11)s 
e functionals give _L if one of the gi’S is 1. 
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The intuition behind the use of occurrences roughly is that the occurrence supplied 
to a code fragment (rt, +rf2) tells where e is situated in the overall 
expression. This is done in a dynamic way rather than in a static way so that if the 
overall program is 
(hx:rtl+rf2.~Cl x)(e), 
we get 
We prefer this to (K[e~occ)^(K[e~occ) in order to avoid the generation of a label 
more than once. 
Turning to the fixed-point operator K(fix,,) the deflnition depends on the structure 
of ct. It will be a recursive definition by cases but not an orderly structural induction 
because some of the base cases in the definition are more complex than the base 
cases in the definition of the syntax of ct. A closed type ct is pure iff it contains no 
types of the form rt, + rta and in this case we define 
K(fix,,)( G) = FIX(G) 
because for pure types the entire computation happens at compile-time (and is 
independent of the interpretation). When ct is rfl+rt2, the computadoi~ must be 
delayed to run-time and we define 
m&t,,,,2 )(G) = Aocc. 
[go@(&); def( 12)]“( G(g)(occ”[ l]))“[return; def(l,); call( lz)] 
where g = hocc’.[call( I*)] and li = mklab(occ^[ -i]) assuming that G(g) is not I and 
J_ otherwise. 
This is the usual method for generating code for a run-time recursion or iteration: 
the fixed-point recursion in G is accomplished by calling the label 12 defined at 
entrance to G’s code and the label I, is used to jump around the code. (Note in 
passing that in the code fragments generated so far call(l) is the only instruction 
that may transfer control to a point before the call.) It is possible to generalise this 
method so that it applies to nested simultaneous recursion, i.e., to types ct built 
from rt, + rf2 and compile-time product. The formula is 
t&At G) = buildcode,,[ ](A occ,flatten,,,,,A[rl,occA[-21 
(G(buildcall,,,,,,Ac-*l))), 
where 
buildcode rtlw12, path g ( )=hocc. 
bPtd~~)lA(g o~c)^ldef(~,)lA[ca~~(C,,h)l, 
where II abbreviates mklab(occ^[-11) and bath abbreviates mklab(occ^[-2]^path), 
buildcode,,,, . . . XCrk, path@) 
= (buildcode,,,, pathA[l](g), . l . , 
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and 
flattenrl,-el2, pathl, path&) 
= [def(bat&lA(g pathl)^[return] 
where bath2 abbreviates mklab(path2), 
and 
flattenct+ . - - xcrk. path& path&) 
= (fla@nc~,, pathlA[t], patht”[l]kJ1))A . l l A 
(flatte%t,, pathlA[k], pathZ”Ck](gS-k)) 
buildcall,,,,,,, path = A OCC’. 
f.Call( bath)] 
where &h abbreviates mklab(path), 
buildc~lL,, . - - xcrk, path 
= (buildcall,,,  pathAll], . . . , buildcall,,, pathbtk]). 
To understand this definition, first consider the case where ct actually is rt, + rt,. 
Then it is straightforward but tedious to check that the above definition generates 
the same code as the previous one. To understand the general case, the following 
example is helpful. 
Example. Suppose that ct ia (rt + rt) x (rt --, rt) and write 
1 x1;... ; xn} for mklab([x,; . . . ; x,,])~ 
gi = G((h occ’.[call{ -2; l}]), (h occ’.[ call{ -2; 2}]))4 i.
Assuming that no gi is I, we then have 
= [goto{-l}]Aflatten,,t,l E-23( G (buildcall,,, &)A[def{-l); call{-2; jr] . 9 
= [goto{-l}]^flatten Ct. tlj, &gl 9 g2)A[W-lh caW2; iI1 
= [goto{-l}; def(-2; l}]^(gJl; l])^[return; def{-2; 2}]^(gJl; 2])^ 
[return; def{ - 1); call{ -2; j}] 
because the possible mutual recursion in the two procedures g, and g2 necessitates 
generation of code for both g, and g2 even if only g, is called. 
In the general case a type ct may contain some subtypes that are pure and other 
subtypes that are of the form rt, --) rt2. Our strategy will be to recursively split ct 
into its components. In the case ct ::= ct, -I- . l . -I- ctk we therefore define 
(fix,,)( Gi = isl( G(L)) (fix,,,)(out, l 69 in,)), . . . , 
isL(G(l)) 4 ink( (fixctk)(outk l 6’ ink)), _i_ 
e intuition is that if G(I) is _L, then also (fixCt)( G) is I and if G(I) is in the 
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jth summand, then also (fix,,)(C) is. To make this plausible WC: list the following 
fact to be used in the correctness proof in Section 7. 
Fact. For a continuous function F: D1 + l l l + Dk + D, + l l 9 + Dk over the separated 
sum of k cpo’s D1,. e . , Dk we have 
FIX(F) =is,(F(I))+ inl(FIX(outl l Fe in*)), . . . , 
isR(F(I))+ink(FIX(outk l Fe ink)), 1. 
Proof. If F( 1) is I, the right-hand side gives J. as does the left-hand side: FIX(F) = 
Un F”(I) = Un I = 1. Otherwise there is a unique j such that isi( F(l)) is true. By 
monotonicity of F, this implies that F = in. l OUtj l F. We next prove 
inj((outj* F* ini)“(_ F”“(L)Einj((outj l F* inj)““(L)) 
by mathematical induztion on n. In the base case this amounts to 
in.(L)c F(L)= F(inj(L)) 
which clearly holds. For the inductive step, we assume the result for n and use the 
monotonicity of inj l OUtj l F to obtain 
in.((outd l F* in.)““(l))Cinj l OUtj l F”“(I)Linj((outj l F* in.)“‘2(L)) 
which is the desired result as inj l OUtj l Fn+‘(~) equals Fn+2(L). By taking least 
upper bounds and using the continuity of in. we get 
inj(FIX(outj* Fe in.))cFIX(F)cinj(FIX(outj. F* inj)) 
from which the statement in the fact follows. Cl 
The general case where ct is the product ct, x . a . x ctk is more complicated and 
relies on a k-ary version of “Bekic’s Theorem” [SJ for transforming simultaneous 
recursion to nested single recursion. The idea is best illustrated for k = 2 where 
(f&)(G) = WI, H2Wl)) 
for 
illctJ-G(xl , x2N2), 
In the general case, the definition is 
where the are inductively defined (by induction on k - i) by 
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To make this definition plausible we state the following k-ary version of “Bekic’s 
Theorem” to be used in the correctness proof in Section 7. 
a. For a continuous function F: D1 x 9 9 l x Dk + D1 x l 9 
Cartesian product of k cpo’s D, , . . . , Dk we have 
FIX(F) = (HI, HAHA.. .s Hk(&, W,W,), . . 4, 
where Hi : D1 X 8 l l X Di_l+ Di is de$ned by 
Hi=h(Xl,..., Xi-l). FIX(AX~F(XI 9 l l l 9 Xi-19 Xi, 
Hi+*(Xls l l l , Xi), l l -NO. 
x Dk over the 
q 
oaf. It is convenient o define 
SO that Hi(f 1, . . . ,J+) is FIX( Fi). We begin by showing 
by (so-called complete) induction on k - i. For each value of i it suffices to show 
that J 2 Fi(A). For this we calculate 
F;:(_b) +TfL l l l ,_tL9_fi, Hi+l(h,e l l ,f;-), l l J&i 
g F(f, ). . . ,LJLA+I,. . .I@ 
= F(FIX(F))Ji =A, 
where we have used the hypothesis from the induction on k - i. Turning to the other 
half of the result we define 
60 that J = un fni and 1, . l l ,fn(i-l)) = Urn F,“i(J-)* TO show&E wi(fi 3 l l l ,.A-I), 
it suffices by cant Hi to show fniL Hi(fnlg . . . 9 fn(i_1)) and we shall prove 
on k-i. For each value of i it suffices by the above 
1,. . . ,fn(i-l)) to prove $,iC Fzi(L) and this will be performed by 
e base case n = 0 is straightforward and to prove 
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the result for n + 1, we assume it holds for n and calculate 
where the first C_ is by hyl%hesis of the induction on k-i, the second is by 
hypothesis of the mathematicaa in&t&on on n, and the third is because fniKAn+ljj 
for all j SO that F,iEI$,+l)i* This completes the proof of the lemma. Cl 
mple. We now have two ways of handling the type ct = (rt -=+ rt) x (rt + rt) 
considered in the previous example. If we use “Bekic’s Theorem” we get 
H&)[ ] = [goto{-l}; def{-2}]*((G(h,, hocc’. 
[call{-2}]).l2)[1])‘[return; def{-1); call{-2}], 
HJ ] = [goto(-l}; def{-2}]A((G(hocc’.[call{-2}], 
H2( hocc’.[call(-2}])) 4 l)[ l])^[return; def(-1); call{ -2}]. 
In the previous example ( (fix,,)(G) & l)[ ] generated the code for the two pro- 
cedures only once; here Hl[ ] generates code for the first procedure only once, 
whereas it generates code for the second procedure at all those places in the body 
of the first procedure where the second procedure is called. Turning to ( 
(G) J/ 2)[ 1, the previous example still generates code for each procedure only once 
but here H2( Hl)[ ] may generate the code for either procedure any number of times. 
So the use of the recursive splitting suggested by “Bekic’s Theorem” should be 
avoided whenever possible. 
It remains to define K(fix,,) when ct is the (nonpure) function type ct’+ ct” and 
when ct is the (nonpure) recursive type ret X,.ct’. Unfortunately, this cannot always 
be done. For an example, consider the type ct = AN + . For every subset 
S of the integers there exists a continuous function gs E K[ctl such that, for an 
integer n, the code gs( n)[ ] replaces the topmost element on the value stack by 1 
if n is a member of S, and by 0 otherwise. A possible definition is 
[push(l); tuple(2); take(l)] if n E S, . 
gs = An.hocc. [push(O); tuple(2); take(l)] if n E S and n Z I, 
I ifn=l_. 
Next define 
[Ax : ct.Ay :ct.An : 
where it is assumed that 
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AX.X - 1 respectively. Then II&~) will produce code that will replace an integer m 
on top of the value stack ST by 1 iff n + m is a member of S and 0 otherwise. 
when S is not recursively enumerable !1~(0) cannot exist so our assumption that hs 
could be defined must be wro and we have no general defin (fi X d-WI” l ) 
similar arguments apply to fix,, xI .A e.g., when ct’ = ( XX,. We 
therefore define a closed type ct to be composite iff 
- cct is pure, or 
- ct is the product of composite types, or 
- ct is the sum of composite types, or 
- ct is of the form rt,+rt2. 
Code generation then succeeds for the metalanguage TMLsc defined as TMLs except 
that 
ten;vifix,,e:ct * tenvl-e:ct=+ct&ct is composite 
replaces the previous rule for well-formedness of expressions involving 
We conclude this section by taking a look at the code generated. 
fix. 
Example. The TMLsc expression e defined by 
specifies the factorial function. The constants JI: have type and standard semantics 
given by 
f eq0 : 
f con 1 
S(feq(-J = hx.x = 0, 
S(fconl) = AX-19 
f mult : Unud =h(% Y).X*Y, 
f sub1 : S(fsubl) = Ax.x - 1, 
f id : s( fid) = AX.X. 
We now complete the definition of the coding interpretation K by specifying K(J) 
for those & used in e. One possibility is to use 
(LqO)bcd = bW2; tqM2); opr( = )I, 
Modbcd = [Puw); tuPw); tawm 
(fmult)(OcC) = [oPd*)l, 
(fsub?.)(occ) = [push(l); switch; tuple( 2); opr( -)], 
i&d)(@ = ! I, 
where it is assumed that a( = ) is A [ al; v2].( 24 = v2), LB(*) is A [q; vJ.( VI* ~2) and 
(-) is A [ v,; v2].( v1 - v2). Then the code I[el[ ] for the factorial program is (when 
displayed in two columns) 
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goto{-l} 
def{ -2) 
enter 
push(O) 
tuple(2) 
opr( = ) 
branchfalse{ 1;- 1) 
push(l) 
tuple(2) 
takc( 1) 
goto{ 1; -2) 
def{l; -1) 
enter 
switch 
push(l) 
switch 
tuple(2) 
oPr(-) 
IcalloJ 
tuple(2) 
opd*) 
def{ 1; -2) 
return 
def{-1) 
call{ -2) 
The large box contains the code for the body of the argument o the fixed-point 
operator and the small box is the recursive call. 
The code generated is an obvious candidate for peep-hole optimisation. This 
amounts to replacing a program 
PR = code;“slowcode “code2 
by the program 
PR’ = code tfastcode ‘codez. 
If neither fastcode nor slowcode contains labels the transformation 
provided that 
RUN(slowcode, 1) = RUN(fastcode, 1). 
In the above example this may be used to replace 
[enter; switch] by [enter]. 
is correct 
If the machine is extended with a pop instruction and an opr2( w) instruction 
operating on the top two elements of the stack, one could replace 
and 
Finally, 
[push( 1); tuple(2); take(l)] by [pop; push(l)] 
I~JPWU; o~r(-)l by bprW1. 
one can avoid sczae of the packing an 
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and take(. . .) perform. An example is to replace 
[tuple(2); enter; take(2); switch; take(l)] by [ ] 
(This is applicable to lK[tupIe(fi 0 tab, t 
In a student project these techniques were used to reduce the length of the code 
to about one half. We shall not go further into these issues as the semantics of 
peep-hole optimisation is straightforward. 
6. 
In this section we consider how to live with the two-level metalanguages TMLs 
aad TMLsc when defining the semantics of programming languages. We have no 
algcrithm for converting a usual denotational definition into one in the two-level 
metalanguage. Instead we present some heuristic rules that may prove helpful and 
we illustrate these on the language SMALL used in [ 151. Our starting point will be 
a continuation style semantics along the lines of [IS]. This definition cannot be 
converted into TMLsc due to certain limitations and this forces us to use the 
technique Ljf continuation removal (e.g., [20]) to obtain a direct style semantics. 
Using a few simple tricks, this definition can be converted into one in TMLs. It is 
not in TMLsc, however, and we show that the well-known concept of actiuation 
recorrls may be k:sed to transform the fi &ition into one that is in the desired subset 
TMLZ? 
Our approach to code generation then is that of stepwise development. At each 
stage we must modify the semantic definitions so as to comply with additional 
restrictions. We must accept these restrictions, e.g., because we have proved in 
Section 5 that code generation cannot be performed for all of TMLs. But having 
to accept he restrictions it is very desirable that the restrictions are expressed in a 
clear form. This is the case for TMLs where one restriction is the absence of 
rt ::= rt -3 rt. It is also the case for TMLsc because the predicate composite is defined 
in a clear way. Having these restricted metalanguages one can then investigate 
heuristics that (sometimes) transform from one subset of the metalanguage to a 
more restricted subset and this is what will be illustrated in this section. It is very 
analogous to the problem of parsing. Here we have a well-known concept of a 
context-free grammar and we have well-l;nown subsets of context-free grammars. 
For example, the LL(l) condition identifies in a clear way a subset of context-free 
grammars for which recursive descent parsers may automatically be constructed. 
An example heuristics that (sometimes) transforms a context-free grammar into 
) form is the elimination 
, baGc constants B E 
s C E Corn, declarations 
ntax of identifiers, base constants and binary 
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operators is left unspecified. The &s&act syntax of the remaining syntax categories 
is given by 
P ::= program C 
C ::= El ::= E2 1 output E 1 E,( E2) 1 if E then C1 else Cz 1 while E do C 
Ibegin La; Cend 1 Cl; Cz 
E ::= B 1 true 1 false Iread 1 I I E,( E2) 1 if E then El else & 1 El 0 E2 
D::=constI=ElvarI=ElprocI(I,);ClfunI(I,);EID,;D, 
We do not have the space to give the semantics of all these constructs and must 
concentrate on a few illustrative ones. Table 2 (see end of this section) is a fair 
account of the continuation style semantics given in [ 151. The main difference is 
that we have decided to make functions (and procedures) recursive in order to 
illustrate some problems. We refer to [ 151 for an informal explanation of the 
semantics. 
Let us consider how to translate the domain equations into TMLs, i.e., to have 
the domain equations express the distinction between run-time computations and 
compile-time computations. The main guidelipZes are 
- the compile-time domains include the domain Env of environments and the 
domain Dv of denotable values, 
- the run-time domains include the domain Store of stores, the domain Sv of storable 
values, the domain Ev of expressible values and the domain WV of R-values. 
This will lead to domains like 
EC = Ev x Store + Ans, 
Cc = Store + Am, 
Fun=Ec+Ec 
. 
where Aide corresponds to Ide and AUnbOUnd corresponds to {unbound}. In the clause 
for 9[fun I(&); El the fixed-point operator will construct an element of type 
Fun = (Ev x Store --) AIM) + (Ev x Store --) 
This causes no problems in T Ls but does cause problems in T Lsc because Fun 
is not a composite type (and we do not know how to circumvent this). We may also 
get problems with 8iE, 0 EJ. see this, note that the clause in Table 2 
h-abstraction over values vi of 
Following [46] one may define 
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for a suitable combinator 
informally defined by 
wx, .v) = mh, sM~iv2, s*)g(vl, v2, s2))W 
If we want to stay within the subset of TMLs for which abstract interpretation has 
been developed, then we cannot take B’ as one of the constants A because the type 
of B’ is not conti-avariantly pure (see Section 2). Also we have found no way of 
defining B’ by a TMLs expression that only uses constants & of contravariantly pure 
type. (One may note that this problem would not arise when using a continuation 
style store semantics as defined in 1201.) These considerations uggest that we should 
transform the continuation style semantics into a direct style semantics. The process 
of continuaGon removal [20] gives general guidelines that assist in this transforma- 
tion and we arrive at the direct-style semantics of Table 3 (see end of this section). 
We’have placed the output Ans together with the store Store and we have separated 
the input File from the store; previously the store mapped a special location to the 
input. 
\ 
The TMLs semantics of Table 4 has been obtained from the direct-style semantics 
of Table 3 by using the general guidelines listed earlier and by making certain 
changes dictated by the type system of TMLs. Clearly State is to be an rt-type so 
that the semantic function for expressions becomes omething like 
8 : Exp -3 Env 3 State + Ev x State + I!#,,, 
so that SI[El( r) describes a computation at run-time. The absence of rt ::= rt + rt in 
TMLs dictates that the Store component of State cannot be a function space. Instead 
we assume 1ocaGons (in Lot) to be positive integers and model the store as a finite 
list of values, i.e., Store = Sv*, so that the ith element corresponds to location i. This 
is a viable solution because, at any time, only a finite number of locations are in 
use. Since we do not have the list-forming domain constructor * in TMLs, we model 
lists by recursive domains as in 
.Bn”,,+((Sv+l!i&““se~) x Y*)* 
Concerning Ev this also must be an r&type and, as was already indicated in Section 
2, the type structure of TMLs implies that cannot contain procedures or functions 
as in Table 3. We are therefore forced to impose the restriction that the expression 
I cannot express afunction or a procedure and then, in order not to forsake functions 
and procedures completely, to replace E,(E2) in the syntax of SMALL by I(E). 
It is apparent from the clause for %[fun I(I,); El in Table 3 that the direct-style 
semantics does not separate computations at run-time from computations at compile- 
time: the actual parameter El in a call I(&) is to be evaluated at run-time, but 
none the less the result is directly bound into the environment which is 
compile-time object. To overcome this problem, we change the parameter mechanis 
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from call-by-denotation to caBl-by-value so that a location is stored in the environ- 
ment. Furthermore, storage allocation must be handled at compile-time, so we 
extend the environment with a component hat indicates the next free location. 
When a new location is needed, we access this component rather than using (new. . .) 
as in Table 3. However, the location component is not as static as the rest of the 
environment, and it is necessary for a function to be supplied with the “next free 
location” whenever it is invoked. 
The main obstacle remaining is that the domain Rv of R-values is a constituent 
of the compile-time domain Dv of denotable values as well as of the run-time 
domain Sv of storable values. The solution we shall adopt is to have two copies of 
Rv: a compile-time domain Rv and a run-time domain Rv. Then we shall need a 
function that may convert an element in Rv into an element of Rv. We cannot do 
this directly as Rv + Rv or Rv+ Rv are not types of TMLs and instead we use 
f l Rv -) State + Rv. conv-val l 
We obtain elements of type Rv when using the semantic function 92, because it is 
a modification of 8 and 8 describes computations at run-time. We therefore have 
to introduce a semantic function 9’ that statically evaluates expressions to elements 
of Rv. (Following [44] one might argue that the static expressions E, i.e., those in 
const I = E, are different from the dynamic expressions, i.e., those in var I = E, but 
we shall not go into this here.) In a similar way we have two domains of locations 
and a conversion function. To finish the explanation of the semantics in Table 4, 
we note that the domain definitions are noncyclic and merely provide shorthands 
for writing the full types and similarly the use of semantic functions in the TMLs 
expressions give a prescription for converting a SMALL program into a TMLs 
expression. 
The clause for functions involves taking the fixed point over the type 
Fun = Lot + Rv x SC:ate --) (( Ev x State) + Bcrror). 
This type is not composite, so we do not yet have a semantics in the subset TMLsc 
as is required for code generation. The appearance of Lot in Fun reflects that, every 
time a function is called, new storage cells are needed for its parameter and local 
variables. The association of variables with addresses happens at the compile-time 
level of the semantic specification. The violation of the requirements of 
intuitively means that there are aspects of the semantics that neither belong purely 
to the compile-time level nor to the run-time level and that the association of 
variables with addresses i  one such aspect. 
To amend the problem, we first review the usual run-time organisation for 
block-structured languages [3]. Each time a function is called, a new activation 
record is allocated on top of the run-time stack. The activation record contains, 
among other things, the values of the local variables and the static link (or a display) 
pointing to the activation record of the st 
chain, it is possible to reference variables 
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block number of the function. where the variable rs declared, and its offset. So 
although the exact address cannot be computed at compile-time, it is possible to 
determine the access path. 
Similar ideas can be used to turn the TMLs semantics into one in T 
shown in Table 5 (see end of this section). At compile-time, variab 
associated with a pair (6, o) of block number and offset. To achieve this, we redefine 
the domain Lot of compile-time locations to be Aint x Aint. The run-time domain 
Lot is not redefined and, as before, a run-time location m v be interpreted as an 
absolute address on the stack. The function 
f l Lot + State + Lot conv-lot l 
now converts a pair of block number and offset into an absolute address in the 
given state. In other words, it implements the access path. To allow static links in 
the stL?k, the domain Sv of storable values is changed so as to include locations. 
The domain Fun (and similarly Proc) no longer involves Lot as the static block 
number of a function can be determined at compile-time and therefore may be 
bound into the denotation of the function. The semantic functions are as in Table 
4 and only a few semantic clauses need to be changed. Concerning function call 
we no longer pass the “next free location” as a parameter and concemiag the 
R-value of expressions we must take into account that the domain Sv of storable 
values has been enlarged. To explain the clause for function call, the intention is that 
LA 0) = 6 0 + 0, fblocdbr 0) = (b + LO) 
and that falloc allocates an activation record and fdealloc deallocates it. We shall not 
give the semantics of these functions. 
The transformation from the direct style semantics of SMALL into one in TM& 
is similar in spirit to the transformation from a standard semantics into a stack 
semantics as performed in [20]. In both cases, a stack discipline is enforced and a 
variable is associated with a pair of block number and offset. The compiler develop- 
ment of [20] then starts from the stack semantics and the symbol table (i.e., 
environment) use8 :n the cornpA zr closely corresponds to the environment used in 
the stack semantics. We claim that the development performed here is more system- 
atic than that of 1201: there one chooses to introduce a semantics employing a certain 
stack discipline whereas we are forced to do so by the restrictions in the metalanguage 
TMLsc. Intuitively, each restriction in the metalanguage arises from a limited ability 
to automatically process definitions employing the full metalanguage, .g., to obtain 
reasonably efficient compilers from arbitrary semantic definitions. Maving isolated 
these limited abilities into formally defined restrictions, it becomes easier to isolate 
the subtask of how to pass from one metalanguage to another. This may again lead 
to a more systematic treatment of the kind of development performed in [20] and 
to a better understanding of where the lore of compiler writing enters semantics- 
ce between our approach and that of [20,46] then is that we 
ing from a direct-style semantics whereas they generate code 
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Table 2. 
Continuation-stjile s mantics. 
Base domains 
Num numbers 
Boo1 booleans 
Lot locations 
BV basic values 
Compound domains 
Dv=Loc+Rv+Proc+Fun 
Sv = File + Rv 
Ev=Dv 
Rv = Boo1 + Bv 
File = Rv* 
Env = Ide + (Dv + {unbound}) 
Store = Lot + (Sv+ (unused)) 
Cc = Store -) Ans 
Ec=Ev+Cc 
Dc=Env+Cc 
Proc=Cc+Ec 
Fun=Ec+Ec 
Ans = {error, stop) + (Rv x Ans) 
Semantic functicx 
48:Bas+Bv 
6:0pr+(RvxRv)+Ec+Cc 
P:Pro+File+Ans 
~:Exp+Hnv+Ec+Cc 
‘iS:Exp+Env+Ec+Cc 
%?:Com+Env+Cc+Cc 
d:Dec+Env+Dc+Cc 
Example semantic clauses 
denotable values 
storable values 
expressible v&es 
R-values 
files 
environments 
stores 
command continuations 
expression continuztions 
de&ration continuations 
procedure vaiues 
function values 
final answers 
‘8[Ijj t k = is,( r I) + k(out,( r I)), As.in,(error) 
$I[Ei 0 E,J r k = %([E,D t (Av,.9[ EJ r ( Avz.SgO](out2( q), outZ( vz)) k)) 
8BE,(E2)j rk= ~([E,nr(checkFun(Af:GSnEzn r (fk))) 
where checkFun = Ag.Av.(is,v) +g(out,v), As.in,(error) . 
%hf E then C1 else Czlj rc = REI[E] r (checkBool(test( %[C,n E-C, %[CJ M))) 
where checkBoo = Ag.Av.7is2( v)+ As.in,(error), lis,(out,(v)) + As.in,(error), g(outl(outz( v))) 
and test( c, , c2) = Av.v + ci , c, . . . 
dI[const I = En r u = w[E] r (Av.u(@,(v)/i])) 
where x[ y/z] = Az’.( z = z’) + y, (x z’) 
B[var I = En tu = al[E] r (ref(AI.u(r[in,(in,(1))/1]))) 
where ref = Ag.Av.iis2( v) + As.in,(error), As.g(new s)(s[in,(in,(out,( v)))/(new(s))]) 
for an unspecified new :Store + Lot 
9dI[fun I(I,); En ru = u(r[inr(in4(f))/I]) 
where f =fix(Af.‘AkAv.%l[Ej(r[(in,v)/I,][inl(in,S/l])k) . I. 
%hEjj t k = %[En r (deref(checkRv(k))) 
where deref = AkAv,As.lis,( v) + k v s, iis,(s(out,v)) + in,(error), iis,(out,( s(out, v))) + 
in,(error), k(in,(out,(out,(s(out,v))))) s 
and checkRv = AkAv.lis2( v) -) As.in,(error), k v 
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starting from a continuation-style semantics. In particular, they “transform”’ the 
domain Cc+ Cc of contim.;ation transformers into the domain of code. If we were 
to do the same, we would have to treat rontinuation transformers as ru 
computations Cc+&. This type is not in TMLs but does fall within the code 
generation considered in [XJ. However, the result is going to look like “threaded 
code” [a] unlike the direct code generated by [20,46]. It is a topic for further study 
whether we can extend our code generation to the noncomposite type Cc+ Cc in 
such a way that we generate code Torresponding to that of [20,46]. 
7. correctness 
The proof of the correctness of the code generation may be split into four stages. 
The first two stages conoetn thl; definition of the required correctness predicates 
and this will be performed by structur;~.l induction over compile-time types. The 
first stage considers the base case rt-, rt where it is evident that we must relate the 
function specified by the standard semantics to the effect of the code specified by 
the code generation. Additionally, we need some predicates to express that the code 
is “structurally well-behaved”. In the second stage these predicates are then extended 
to ali compile-time types using Kripke-like relations (e.g., [36]). The last two stages 
cdncem the actual correctness proof. For this we want to follow the modular 
approach used in 125,261 to prove the correctness of abstract interpretation. So we 
begin with a third stage that considers the primitives to be defined in the expression 
interpretations and we prove relations between their interpretations in the standard 
semantics and their interpretations in the code generation semantics. In the case of 
fixed points, we shall make use of a modified machine that can be made to loop 
when a certain depth of recursion has been encountered. (To reduce the complexity 
of the proof, we shall not consider the generalisation proposed in Section 5 for 
extending the definition of K(fixc,,,,) t o nested simultaneous recursion; instead we 
rely on the general definition of K(fixcp, X . . .Xc,k 9.) In the fourth stage we prove the 
desired relation between the standard semantics of (arbitrary well-formed) 
expressions and the code generated for these expressions. 
In stage 1 we considerf c sire’ + r?‘q and g E K[rt' + rd’l and define the predicates 
we shall need to relate f and g. The correctness l%or(f, g) of g with respect o f is 
defined by cases on g. If g = I, we request hat f= 1. If g + I, we request hat the 
following diagram commutes: 
s[rt’g 
init 
anr”n + Rep, -- State, 
I *i _
s 1 RZJmd I, 0 . I 
11 arp init PI - State, 
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Domains: ins ia Table 3 but modified with 
Ans = Rv* 
State = File x Store x Am 
Sv=Rv 
Proc = Ev x State + (State + (error)) 
Fun = Ev x State + (( Ev x State) + {error)) 
Semantic functions 
9lkBas+Bv 
6:Opr+RvxRv+Rv 
9:Pro-,File+(Ans+{error~) 
S:Exp+Env+State+((RvxState)+{error)) 
% : Exp -, Env + State + (( Ev x State) + (error}) 
%:Com+Env+State+(State+{error}) 
9 : DOG --, EN x State + (( Env x State) + (error}) 
Example semantic chses 
S[Ij r = As.is,( r( I)) + in,(out,(t( I)), s), in,(error) 
81 El 0 E2] r = As.is2(a[ EJ IS) + in,(error), 
let(tr,, sl)=outt(:?([E1~ rs)in isJa[EJ rs1)+in2(error), 
let&, s2) = out,(9QEJ rs,)ia in,((in,(S[O]~o,. Q), sz)) 
%uE1( E2)j r = As.is*( Sl[ EJ r s) + in2(error), 
let(u,, s,) = outl( S[EJ rs)ir 
lisg( u,) v isz( SU EJ r sl) -+ &(error), 
let(u2,s2)=out,(%UEJ rs,)iaoori,(u,)(~~,s*) . 
%bf E then C, else CJ r = As.is2(SEI[E]I rs) + inJerror), 
let@, , s,) = out,( al !?I r s)io-k,( u,) + inJerror), 
out,(h) + WUG ~~*)r wual rs,) . 
9[const I = ED( r, s) = is2( %![ El r s) + Ll,(error), 
let( ul, s,) = out,(S@[E] rs)in 
in,(r[in,(in,(u,))lIl, s,) 
Ouvar I = EJ(r, s)= isz(51EI[Ej rs)+ir+(error), 
let(0, , sl) = our,(W{Eb i,s)ia 
in,((r[in,(in,(new(s, U))Wl, (s, 4 1, (sl S.WnAMnew(s, Ul, 43))) 
%fun WA; Elk s) = in,Wiq(h(f WI, 4) 
wheref = fix(A,tMu,, sr)*~UED(rCinl(ul)/~~l[inl(in4if WJ)W . 
S?fiEl r-As.ist(8[Ej rs)+in2(error), 
let(q) s,) = out,( fifl[EjJ rs)ia 
istW + inA(out2Wr 0, 
iis, + inz(error), 
iet v2=(s,J2)(out,(ul))iol 
is&) + inl((outl(u2), sl)), in2(error) 
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Table 4. 
?ML+s semantics. 
Domains 
State = File X Store X ADS 
File = ret YI. un+(Rvx Y,) 
store=rec Y*.B,,,,+((sv+&,,~)x Y,) 
Am = File 
Sv=Rv 
Rv=B&,,,,+B,,, 
Ev=Loc+Rv 
-=4nt 
Env = (&+ (Bv + Au,,~~d)) x Lot 
Dv=Loc+Rv+Proc+Fun 
Lot = Aint 
Rv=&,+A,, 
Proc=L+oc~Rv~State-,(State+B~~,,) 
Fun = Lm + Rv x State + (( Ev x State) + Be,,,) 
Semantic functions 
3?:Bas+A,, 
0,:0pr+RvxRv+Rv 
0,:0pr+RvxRv+Rv 
9:Pro~File-,(Ans+B,,,,) 
5ie:Exp+Env+State+((RvxState)+B,,,) 
$:Exp+Env+State-,((EvxState)+B,,,,) 
Y:Exp+Env+(Rv+A_,,) 
(e : Corn + Env + State-, (State+ Be,,,) 
9 : Dee + Env + (( Env x (State-9 (State + Be,,,))) + 4& 
Example semantic clauses 
Wlk 1) = 7islW)) +fcrrorcxp, 
isl(ouhW))) + ia, 0 We(b 0 f,,,l,(outr(out~(r(l)))),~~-~~~*=), 
is2buhW))) + in, q We&h 0 fconv-val(ouf2(oufl(r(l)))),~~.state), 
f error-exp 
when-2 .Lror-exp : State-* (( Ev x State) + Be,,,) 
where &_state : State + State 
where JZ&W :Eoc+State-,Idc 
where fconvWval : Rv + State + Rv 
%I(& 0 E&r, 1) = case(case(ia, Cl tuple(in20 Bs[O~Cl tuple(takel , take, Cl take,), 
take20 take,), 
in&II take2) 
q Wl 0 We(take, WSDh 00 take,), 
ib) 
0 WIJdlk 0 
where fs,,,, : VX (RvXs~ore)l+ (Rv X &,o,) 
(intuitively, fsWl( u, in,(w)) = ini(( 0, HI))) 
~UW3ll(r, 0 =-@(W) +ferror-exp, 
N(ouW(0)) +.Lror-exp, 
. cadoutdout&dI)))W, &)O %Ell(h 0 
%:l[if E then CI else C&r, I) 
= -(-e(-d(ta , %&jj( r, 1) Cl take,), 
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b) 
0 4Ml(4 0 
where Jw2 : ( . 
Bi-st I = 4k 0 = is2WU~Ilk 0) + inz(ferror), 
inl((rCin,(in2(out,(sq[ED(r, NNl~l, 0, i~lO~~-statc) 
where fcrror : Aerror 
and a[b/c] expands to Ax : .4,,,.f,,(x, c) + 6, a(x) 
where f,, : Aide x Aide + 4001 
f4br I = a4 0 = int((rCinl(inr(r))lll,fncxt(l)), = n Ofupda,(O, 103 aIEI(r, 0) 
where fnext : Lot + Lot 
where fuNate : Lot + Rv x State + State 
9lfun I(&); q(r, !) = inl(((r[inl(in4(f))/~k I), i@&-state)) 
where f = fix&Af: FunAl’: Lot. 
case(in,Otuple(takel ,f,,,,(l’)Cl take*), in2) 
~~nED(r;[inl(inl(r’))/l’l[in,(in~(~))/~l,~~~~(~‘)) 
updad N 
where fWlease : Lot + State + State 
!intuitively, it releases a location no longer needed) 
where fsW3 : ((Im+ Rv) x State) I* {(Lot x State) + (Rv x State)) 
where fcontent : Lm x State + Rv 
where 
init = strict(A:.([r], [ 1)) 
and the remaining notations were defined in Section 4. The intuition for why this 
condition expresses the correctness of the co& (g[ 1) with respect o f is that Burt’) 
and s[rt’j and init all are one-one functions as has been discussed by [21,45]. The 
diagram differs from those of [21,45] in that the domain in the upper leftmost 
corner is a domain of data rather than a domain of programs. 
It is helpful, and to some extent necessary, to have further information about the 
behaviour of the code g. We begin by looking a little bit ahead and note that, for 
technical reasons, we shall find it necessary to introduce dummy instructions 
hole( n, occ) and skip, i.e., 
(PC, ST, CS) PR_ (PC+ 1, ST, CS) if C = hole( n, occ) or P 
and a nonterminating instruction loop, i.e., 
(PC, ST, CS) per (PC, ST, CS) if PRJ 
We then define the predicate Plabels(g) to be true if g = I and otherwise to eY-press 
the following restrictions upon the way (g occ) 
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Tdbie S. 
TMLsc sema;ntics. 
Domains: as in Table 4 but modified with 
Sv=Rv+Loc 
LOC = Ainl X Aint 
Proc = Rv x State + (State + B,,,,) 
Fun = Rv x State I+ (( Ev x State) + B!,,,) 
Semuntic finctions: as in Table 4 
Example semantic clauses: as in Table 4 but modified with 
W(Wl(r, 0 =+(r(O) +fcrrortxp, 
+(out&W)) +ferrortxp, 
-(out~(out&(O)), &IO WW, 0 . 
9ffun WI); 4l(4 0 = inl(((rCin,(in,(f))/Il, 0 i@cti’a-Stare)) 
where$= fix&Af: Fun. 
case(in, Cl tuple(takel ,j&,llocO take,), in*) 
0 ~~~~(rCinr(inl(fbl,k(~)))/~,l[in,(ins(f))/~lrfnext(fb~ock(~))) 
update UkdO)~ @Wake1 ,fall&kdN~ tab)) 
where fdealloc : State+ State 
where fnext :Lot + Lot 
where fblock :Lot + LAX 
where fupaate : Lot + Rv x State+ State 
where falloc : IAC + State + State . 
where & : (LAW + Rv) x State-, ((Lot x State) + (Rv x State)) 
where fWntents : Lot x State + Sv 
where fsW4 : (Rv + Lot) x State-, (( Rv x State) + (Lot x State)) 
where fcrror : State-, (( Rv x State) + A!&,,,,) 
A first restriction is 
(a) for all labels mklab(occ’) occurring in (g occ) we have 
occ’= OCC~OCC” for some occ”, and 
for all hole( n, occ’) occurring in (g occ) we have 
occ’ = occ AoccM for some occ’. 
This will be used to ensure that, e.g., 
RUN((g, occz), 1) l RUWg, OCCJ, 0 = RUWQI OcchYtzz occz), 1) 
when neither occl nor occ2 is a prefix of the other. A second condition is that 
(b) the length of (g occJ equals that of (g occ,) and the only difference in 
instructions is that 
mklab(occ,*occ) in (g occI) 
cot-responds to mklab(occ2^occ) in (g occ2) 
occ1) 
e(n, occ2Aocc) in (g occ2). 
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This will be used to ensure that RUN((g[ I), 1) equals RUN((g occ), 1). A third 
condition is that 
(c) every label mklab(occ’) in (g occ) is defined at most once, and every label 
mklab(occ’) used in (g occ) has also been defined. 
This will be used to ensure that RUN( (g occ), 1)(ST, CS) cannot be errori& We 
dispense with a more formal definition of the predicate. Next we define the predicate 
Pstacks(g) to be true when g = _L and otherwise to express that 
(a3 RUN(M IL M I, I I) E {CC I,C I), 1, e~md, 
W RUWd I), O(bl, I 3) E Nr'l, C I) 1 r~ Rqh 11, emwe,). 
This predicate will be used to ensure that (g occ) behaves in a disciplined way upon 
the stacks ST and CS. 
We now turn our attention to the dummy instructions hole( n, occ) mentioned 
above. First let A range over partial functions from the set N of nonnegative integers 
into the set Occ+ Ins*, i.e., 
A:N-(OCC+( 
We assume that the domain dom(A ) of A is finite and we feel free to identify A 
with its graph, i.e., to write A = {(n, , h,), . . . , ( nk, hk)} if dam(A) is { nl , . . . , nk} and 
A(q) = hi. Next let Q E Ins* and define q[A] E Ins* as follows. If 
we may write 
Q = po”[hole(ni, OCC~)]"Q('. . . Aq,-lA[hole(n~,, OCQ)]“V,, 
where no pj contains any hole(n, occ) with n E dam(A). Then 
Q[A]=Q~^(~, OCCI)~QI~ l l l ‘Q,-~~‘(hi, OCCI)~Q~, 
so Q[A] corresponds to filling holes of type n in Q with A(n). We then define 
Psubst[A](g, g’) to be true if either g = .L and g’= _L or else g Z J. and g’ # _L and 
(g ON = (g’ oc4l4, 
(g’ occ) J,j = hole( n, occ’) + n E dom(A ). 
This will be used later in the proof of correctness for fix where we consider 
I[(rt + rt) + (rt + rt )I and wish to deduce that G is “code with holes in it”, 
i.e., we wish to establish the substitution property 
Gs [ I= Qo"(g OCC,)"QI~. . . "Qn-/(g O=n)*Qn, 
where n, OCCi and Q~ do not depend on g. (This 
in Section 5.) In essence this follows from 
was illustrated in the final example 
VA’z A: Vg, g’: Psubst[A’](g, g’) 3 ‘IWd, (WN 
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Having defined the predicates needed for the base types rt’+rt” the next stage 
is to extend the predicates to all compile-time types. In this process we shall make 
use of Kripke-like relations [36] because we have predicates (like Psubst) that are 
indexed by elements of some partially ordered set. So let ‘CT range over a partially 
ordered set n and let II, . . . , I, be interpretations. We assume as given families 
sm[rr] of predicates 
(rt’+ rt”) X 9 9 9 X IJrt’+ rt’) + {true, false} 
and families Q[n] of predicates 
Q[?r]i:DIX “’ x Di + {true, false}. 
For a compile-time type ct that satisfies {X1, . . . , XN}t-ct WC then define a predicate 
sim&m](Q)[ &J : I,I[ctl( D:, . . . , Dh) x l 9 9 x IJct]l( Of,. . . , D&) 
+ {true, false} 
by structural induction over ct. The definition is 
simA,[sm]( Q)[ ?r](d, , . . . , d,) = dl = d2 = . l . = d,, 
si’nCtlx - - - XCtk Isml(Q)CM4, l . l 3 4) 
= Vi: simCti[sm](Q)[&j(dl \1 i, . . . , d, 4 i), 
sim,,,+. . .+crk Csml(QbW,, . . l 9 4) 
=(dl=lA 0-a Ad,=Q 
v3i,di,...,dL: d,=ini(di)h l ** hd,,=ini(dL) 
A sim~t~~s~l(Q)l~l(d~, l l l 9 dk), 
simcth,, 4sml(QM(4 9 l l l 3 4) 
= Wd~w: Vd:, . . . , d;: simClg[sm](Q)[#J(d~, . . . , d;) 
~simc,~~[sml(Q)[?r’l(d~(d’,), . . l 9 d,W)  
sim ret x,,,.c~~~s~l(Q)~~l(d, 3 9 .03 4) 
= Vm: SIM,[rr](r;(dl), . . . , r”,(d,,)) 
where ry = r[ , Dh)]5-2 and SIM,[rr](di,. . . , dL)=true and 
SIM,+dd = si~,,bl( 0, SIM, Nml, 
simx,[sml(Q)[~]idl, l l ‘9 41 -z Q[ n]i(dl, l l l 9 dn), 
sim rr~+rt4s~l(Q)E~l(4,. . . 9 4) = sm[&+,4d,, . l . , d,J, 
where the clause for recurs omains uses notation defined in Section 3. 
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The predicate sim,,[sm]( Q)[ w] satisfies a number of properties and we now state 
two of these. A predicate 
Q:D,x l * l x D, + {true, false} 
is admissible if2 
QU 9 l ’ l 9 I), (Vi: Q(d:, . . . , do)) --*. Q(~i dI,. . . , ui dl) 
for all chains (di)i,. . . , (di)i. 
Fact 7.1. 7he equations dejne admissible predicates im,Jsm]( Q)[ w] ifall Q[r]i 
and sm[kJ rt’_t. flI are admissible predicates. 
Proof. The result is proved by structural induction over ct with an additional 
numerical induction in the case ret XN+I.c~ . +’The main observation eeded is that 
arbitrary (possibly infinite) conjunctions of admissible predicates still give admissible 
predicates. Cl 
If P[ W] is a (H-indexed) predicate we say that P[ rr] is monotonic n w iff T c m’ 
implies P[ a]* P[ ~‘1. 
Fact 7.2, simJsm](Q)[ m ] is monotonic n T if all Q[w]i and sm[?r],P,,tlP are. 
Proof. We perform a structural induction over ct. The case Ai is trivial and the 
cases Xi and rt' 4 r t” use the explicit assumptions. The cases ct, x l * l x ctk and 
ct,+ l l l + ctk are straightforward applications of the induction hypothesis. Concem- 
ing the case ct’+ ct”, we assume 
Vtr”z WCT: sim,,~[sm]( Q)[ rr”]( er , . . . , e,) 
‘sim,,~~[sml(Q)[~“l(d,(e,), . . . 9 d,k)) 
and we must show 
V7r”a ?I’: sim,Jsm]( Q)[ ?r”]( e,, . . . , e,) 
* sim,t~~Csml(Q)[~“l(d~(~~), . l . 9 ,(d), 
whenever T E T’. But this is straightforward as ~‘2 T’ then implies rr”a TE Finally, 
we consider the case ret X N+I.ct’. By numerical induction on m we can show that 
SIM,&r] is monotonic in n (using the induction hypothesis for ct’ and the assump- 
tions about Q). The result for ret XN+I.ct’ then easily follows. Cl 
We shall now use this apparatus to complete the definition of the predicates to 
be used. First we recall that : N- (OCCL, ( ns”)) ranges over a set 
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by subset-inclusion. Next we let 6 range over the partially ordered set 
0 a 
I 
0 b 
where b G a etc. Then also (A, 6) ranges over a partially ordered set and this pair 
will play the role of 7~ For a closed type ct we then define 
P,,[A, 4(X g, 8’) = sbCsm’l( MA, @l(f, g, g’), 
where 
sm’[A, bld+rr (f, g, g’) = Psubst[ A](g, g’) A Plabels(g), 
sm’[A, Clrrkrr (f, g, g’) = Psubst[A](g, g’) A Plabels(g) A Pstacks(g), 
sm’[A, ar+r n(f, g, g’) = Psubst[A](g, g’) A Plabels(g) /\ Pstacks(g) 
A PcorU g). 
Our aim will then be to relate f in the standard semantics to g in the code generation 
by proving P[(b, d](f, g, g’). (When ct is clear from the context or not essential we 
omit the index to I?) Even though it is only P[A, d] that actually expresses the 
correctness we need to consider P[ A, a] and P[ A, b] separately in order to establish 
the substitution property mentioned earlier and we find it helpful also to consider 
P[A, c] separately. 
We now turn to the third stage of the correctness proof namely the proof itself. 
Essentially, this amounts to a structural induction over expressions of TMLs. 
Following the modular approach of 125,261 we shall explicitly consider the base 
cases corresponding to the primitives defined in an expression interpretation. We 
then rely on a metatheorem about structural induction over TMLs to get the desired 
result. So we state the following series of lemmas whose proofs may be found in 
the Appendix. 
. +J0, dl(S(@), 
ret), rmx), 
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Turning to the “functionals” 0, con e we shall need to relate the 
computations of a subprogram to th utations of a larger program. This 
motivates the definition of a notion of simulation between programs akin to Milner’s 
notion of weak simulation [19] but with some avours of his strong simulation. 
First, we define transformation functions 
trans3[ PCO, ST,, C&J 
=A(PC, ST, CS). (PC+PC,, ST’ST,, [(CS5_1)+PC,;. . .]^C&,), 
trans2[PCo,ST~,CS,]=h(ST,CS).(STAST,,[(CS5.l)+PC,; . ..]Q&.). 
It is convenient o extend transZ[PC*, ST,, CS,J to a function over State, by defining 
it to be the identity on the extra elements. The simulation relation R[ PCO, ST,, C&J 
is defined by q RIPCo, ST,, CSO] Q’ iff 
(PC, ST, CS) + (PC’, ST’, CS’) 
=+ trans3iPC,, ST,, CS,](PC, ST, CS) + trans3[PC0, ST,, CS,](PC’, ST’, CS’) 
4 
and 
(PC, ST, CS) P A RUN((p, PC)(ST, CS) E {error,,,, erro&b, errorpc, errorsT, 
cp 
error& 
3 trans3[PC0, ST,, CS,l. -’ I%, ST, CS) 15 A RUN( Q’, PC + PC,) 
(trans2[PC0, ST:: CS,](ST, CS)) = RUN(sp, PC)(ST, CS). 
When (PC, ST, CS) %,, we shall say that an error of type r arises where 7 is given 
by RUN( Q~ PC)( ST, CS) = error7. The simulation relation is of interest because of 
the following fact. 
Fact 7.7. If p R[P@o, ST,, C&-J Q’, then 
RUN(Q’, PC,+ 1) l trans2[PC0, ST,, CSO] 
= RUN($, PC,+ 1 +IQ~) l trans2[PC0, ST,, CSO] l RUN(Q, 1). 
Proof. We apply both sides to some (ST, CS) E State, as the result is trivial for other 
arguments. If RUN( Q, l)(ST, CS) is some (ST’, CS’), it is a simple numerical Eaduc- 
tion (using the first condition in the simulation predicate) to show the result. 
Analogously, if RUN(lp, l)(ST, CS) is 1. If RUN(Q, l)(ST, CS) equals error7, the 
result follows from a similar numerical induction and the second condition in the 
simulation relation. Cl 
It is a conse~~G~I1ce of the definition of RU that we can state the following fact- 
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For Q sequence Q of instructions 
RUN(Q, l)(ST, CS) = (ST’, CS’) 
3 RUN(Q, l)(ST^ST’, CS’CS”) = (ST’W”‘, CS”CS”) 
and 
and 
RUN( Q, l)(ST, CS) E {I, error,,, errorlab, errorPc , errorcs} 
* RUN(Q, l)(ST^ST”, CS) = RUN(Q, l)(ST, CS) 
RUN(Q, l)(ST, CS) E {I, error,,,, error& errorpc, error,,) 
+ RUN(Q, l)(ST, CS’CS”) = RIJN((p, l)(ST, CS). 
WC now have enough apparatus to show (see the Appendix) the following lemmas. 
mma 7.9. P (rt~~rt~)x(rtl-+rt2)-+(rt~~rt3) 10, dlwm K(O), mm. 
O* p(rt~+*)x(rt~+rt2)x(rtI+rt+W,+rt2) [0, d ](S(cond), K(cond), K(cond)). 
We are now left with the more complicated proof of correctness for fix. 
f. The proof is by cases on the composite type ct and the details may be found 
in the Appendix. The case of pure types, sum types and product types are straight- 
forward using the fact and the lemma in Section 5. This leaves us with the case 
where ct is rt’+ rt”. I-Iere we consider arbitrary (A, 6) and assume that P,,,,,[A, 61 
(F, G, G’) and we must show that 
P,tW, UFWF), UU(G), ~(fix,tW’)). 
The proof is by cases on 6 with S = Q straightforward (see the Appendix). 
The key to the case 6 = 6 is to show: 
Substitution Property. If P[A, b](F, G, G’) an4 G is not I, then 
Gg occ=(h,oci.:)A(g(occAoccJ)A(h, occ)A.. . A(g(OCCAOCC~))A(h~ occ), 
where JV, hi and occi epend on g or occ, and where each hi satis 
conditions (a) and (b) 4 Plabels. The details may be found in the Appendix. 
In case 6 = c, w;; need to extend the reasoning above to show also 
Pstac (fix,,)( 6)). This is immediate if G is I, so assume otherwise. The assump- 
tions on G and 6’ imply that it is a simple numerical induction to show 
, c](F”(I), G”(h occ.[loop]), G’“(A occ.[loop])) 
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and it follows that Pstacks( G”( A occ.[loop])) holds for all n. Our strategy will 
therefore be to relate the effect of (fix,,)(G) to that of G”(h occ.[loop]). This is 
not straightforward because G”( A occ.[loop]) will make the machine loop when a 
in depth of recursion has been encountered and this is unlike the behaviour 
(fix,,)(G). Our remedy will be to construct a modified machine upon which 
(fix,,)(G) can be forced to make the machine loop when a certain depth of 
recursion has been encountered. 
The modified machine has configurations (PC, ST, CS), where PC and ST are as 
before, whereas CS now is a list of pairs of labels and return addresses. The idea 
is that (I’, PC’) is placed on CS if it is a call to I’ that initiates the stacking of the 
return address PC’. The semantics of the modified machine depends on a partial 
function p that maps labels to return addresses. We then define a rewrite relation 
+pR, y analogously to + pw but such that the machine begins to loop when executing 
call(l) and CS contains at least n copies of 2 and Uv contains (I, n). The precise 
definition of + pR, cy is as in Section 4 but modified with 
return: (PC, ST, (Z’, PC’) :: CS) - 
PR, ‘If 
(PC’, ST, CS); 
(PC, ST, CS) - 
PR, Y’ 
(PC, ST, CS) 
call(l): 
if V 3 (I, n) and CS contains at least n copies of Z, 
(PC, ST, CS) - PR 1y (PC(~), ST, (I, PC+ 1)::CS) 
if the previous’ case does not apply and PC(~) is defined. 
We then define RUN(PR, PC, 7k‘) analogously to RUN(PR, PC) but using +PR, 9 
instead of + Pm The idea is that 
only if at most n calls of I need to be active at any point in the computation. 
It is intuitively clear that RUN(PR, PC, 0) behaves as RUN(PR, PC). To make 
this precise, we define 
strip3(PC, ST, [(B, , PC,); . . . ; &, PCk)]) = (PC, ST, [PC,; . . m ; I’&]), 
strip2(ST, [(I,, PC,); . . . ; (lk, PC,)]) = (ST, [PC,; . . l ; I’&]) 
and we extend strip2 to be the identity on I, error,,,, etc. 
Fact 7.14. strip2 l RUN( PR, PC, 0) = RUN( PR, PC) l strip2. 
The proof smounts to the observation that 
(PC, ST, CS) + (PC’, ST’, CS’) --r, strip3( , ST, CS) + strip3( 
0 
(PC, ST, CS) + * strip 3(PC, ST, CS) + 
0 
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We omit the details. Furthermore it is clear that RUN( PR, PC, {(I, n)}) will terminate 
more often when n is increased and that if RUN(PR, PC, 8) terminates upon some 
argument, hen some RUN(PR, PC, {(I, n)}) will terminate on that argument. 
7.15. If 16 dom( p) we la 
RUN(PR,PC, ?P)=Jn RUN(PR, PC,Vu{(& n)}). 
We first show that 
n<m + RUN(PR,PC, Vu{(&n)l)cRUN(PR,PC, !I’u{(Z,m)}) 
c=RUN(PR, PC9 p!, 
The only interesting case is when the three functions are applied to some (ST, CS). 
If RUN(PR, PC, q u ((& n)})(ST, CS) is l., the first inequality is trivial and otherwise 
it follows by a numerical induction on the number of applications of + V\yv{(l, n))that 
+ pu((l, m)I could be used instead. The second inequality is shown in a similar way. 
We then show that 
RUN(PR PC, 11v)(ST, CS) # I _ 3n: RUN(PR, PC, p u {(l, n)})(ST, CS) f 1. 
The only interesting case is when, for some m, 
(PC, ST, CS) +m cy 
(IPRI + 1, ST’, CS’) 
and then a numerical induction shows that +w could be replaced by + yu{(l, n,) 
when n > m + ICSl because the length of the controlstack grows at most with one 
in each step. 
The desired relation between K(fix,,)( G) and G”(h occ.[loop]) is then expressed 
by the following lemma. 
UN(G”(A occ. [loop])[ 1, 1, @(ST, [ 1) 
(fixct)(G)[ I, 1, ((5 n)l)(ST, C I) 
where I= mklab([ -2)). 
The proof is by induction on n and may be found in the Appendix; it uses the 
simulation idea and the substitution property to show that the computations corre- 
spond to one another. Using additionally Fact 7.14 and 7.115 we have 
UN( Jr I, OWL E I) = Ll, UN(G”(A o~c.[loopl)[ 1, MS 
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because 
(fix,,)(G)C I, O(ST, c 3) 
= -h?mUN( (fW(G)[ I, 1,0)((S’K I 1))) 
= U” mQW~( (fixct)(G)[ I, 1, {(c n)MS’K C I))) 
= u, strip2(RUN(G”(h occ.lloopl)[ I, 1,0MS’C C IN) 
= i_i, RUNWO occ.bwl)l 1. MS’K I I)), 
where i = mklab([ -21). It is then straightforward to deduce Pstacks( 
from 
Vn: Pstacks( G”(h occ.[loop])) 
and this finishes the case 6 = c. 
The case S = d is analogous to the case S = c as is shown in the Appendix. This 
finishes the proof of Lemma 7.13. III 
We are now left with the fourth stage of actually proving the correctness of 
with respect o sl[e]. 
Theorem 7.17. If the code generated for constants satisfy 
pc0, mu), mL), KW), 
then we have 
PER dl(S%eD, KU4 -iubl) 
for all well-formed expressions e of TMLsc. 
The proof is by structural induction over expressions of TMLsc making use of 
the lemmas proved in the previous stage. Since the details of the structural induction 
are independent of the decnition of P[A, S], we formulate and prove the following 
proposition that has Theorem 7.17 as a consequence (ue ng the results of the third 
stage). 
reposition 7.18. Let , . . . , I, be interpretations, 17a partially ordered set and sm[ PI 
a rt’-,rt” indexed family of predicates that is monotonic in 
primitive prim chosen among AZ ts 
sa tisjes 
simCsml( )[mJ( 
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Foran q.ms&m e of TMLsc such that ten+ e : ct with tenv = ((x1, ctl), . . . , (G, ct,)} 
we then have 
Simcrlx . . . Xc?,-&ml( )[1rol(Bm4, . . . ,4&B). . 
The proof is by structural induction and may be found in the Appendix. Except 
for the expressions mkrec e and unrec e this is straightforward using the assumptions, 
the definition of sim, and Fact 7.2. To handle mkrec e and unrec e we shall first 
define a category S as follows. The object are tuples 6 = ( D1, . . . , &, Q) where 
each Q[ V] is an admissible predicate over D1 x . l . x Dm and where Q[ W] is 
monotonic in W. The morphisms are tuples 
~=((fi,gl),..-,(f,,g,)):(D,,...,D,,Q)-*(D’,,...,D~,Q’), 
where each (5, gi) is a CPO%morphism from Di to D: such that the following 
naturalness conditions hold 
The identity morphisms are ((id, id), . . . , (id, id)) and composition of morphisms 
is given by 
(MY gd, l l l ¶ (fmt &n)) l (UL gx l ’ l , wn, gin)) 
= Nfi . f:, s: .81)9 ’ . . 9 un .fin, gin . &I)). 
It is straightforward to verify that this defines a category. 
Next we define a functor-like mapping I[ctJ. For a type ct satisfying 
W I,..., X,)t-ct, we define [et1 to have an effect upon objects 
UctDW:, l l l , D!n, 0% l l l , (0,“s l l l , D:, QN)) 
= (&UctIKD:, . . . , Dr), . . . , I,,,[cfD( D&, . . . 9 D,“), sim,,[sm](Q’, . . . , QN)) 
and an effect upon morphisms 
uctlN(f:, Ed), l l l 9 (f!n, l&n)), l l l 9 <<fF, C-)9 ’ l l 9 (f,“, SE))) 
UcMf:, Id), l l l 3 <f”, SlN)), l l l 3 49luctn~(ffn, dn), l ’ l 9 (f !L g,N)))- 
a [ctl is a functor over 
e proof of this lemma is by structural induction over ct and may be found in 
the Appendix. The result is along the lines suggested in 136, Section 11(a)]. 
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Returning to the proof of Proposition 7.18 it turns out that the main content of 
the cases mkrec e and unrec e is to show that the isomorphisms between ret Xct 
and c@rec Xcf/X] are morphisms of SI 
details may be found in the Appendix.-- 
and Lemma 7.19 is used for this. The 
8. Conelusion 
The distinction between compile-time and run-time is a profound one, and we 
claim that a semantic definition should make that distinction in an explicit wag;. 
This is in line with the approach of Tennent [44] and surely will be helpful when 
the semantic definition is given as input to a system that performs code generation 
(or abstract interpretation [25,26]). T’he definition of subsets in the two-level 
metalanguage is a precise way of indicating the limitations in some method for 
automatic processing of denotational definitions. An example is TMLsc that clearly 
defines the limitations in our strategy for code generation. The definition of subsets 
also makes it possible to focus the attention on the development of heuristic rules 
for transforming a definition in one subset o a definition in another subset. An 
example heuristics is the introduction of block numbers and ofSets in order to 
circumvent he predicate composite. We believe that it is here that many of the 
well-established compiler-writing tricks will enter the area of semantics-directed 
compiling. 
Our notion of an interpretation means that it is the same semantic definition that 
is used for different purposes. In particular, code generation for another target 
machine may be performed ?,v defining another coding interpretation. Much of the 
development of the present paper will still apply, e.g., the structural treatment of 
code generation for fixed points, the use of Kripke-like relations and the general 
result about structural induction over expressions (Proposition 7.18). We hope that 
the technique of defining a modified machine may be adapted so that one can still 
prove direct equivalence between the denotational semantics and the operational 
semantics rather than having to prove c: and 2 separately as, e.g., in [ 141. (And it 
is worth observing that this technique has been localised to the proof of correctness 
for the fixed-point constructor.) Compared to previous “algebraic” proofs, e.g:., 
[21,45,23,14], we handle more interesting programming languages (see Section 6) 
and are closer to a theory (because we treat a metalanguage and hence a class of 
programming languages) and, unlike the impressive development of [2O], we have 
not sacrificed regularity in the proof. 
en&x 
In this appendix we furnish those proofs not 
mma 7.3, U,,,, . . . xr,k4r,,[0, dlWa ej)h 
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roof. We are to prove 
P[@, d](Av.v 4 j, A occ.[take( j)], A occ.[take( j)]). 
‘t is straightforward to verify that 
Plabels( A occ.[take( j)]), 
Pstacks( Aocc.[take( j)]), 
Psubst[@](A occ.[take( j)], A occ.[take( j)]). 
It remains to be shown that 
Pcor( Av.v 4 j, Aocc.[take( j)]) 
and this amounts to proving the commutativity of 
I 
Av.v.4 j 
init 
> 
I RUN(W=(jK 1) 
init 
It is straightforward to verify that this diagram does commute. q 
&,j*rrl+’ m ‘+rt& 10, dl(S(inJ, Wit+), JWq)). 
roof. We are to prove that 
P[& d](iq, A occ.[push( j); tuple(2)], A occ.[push( j); tuple(2)]) 
and the proof follows the same lines as the previous proof. Cl 
mma 7.5. P rt[w Yt .rt/ Y, ]+rec Yt .rtll0,4Wb~ed, 
roof. We are to show that 
P[0, d]( a--‘, A occ.[ 1, A occ.[ I), 
where 9 = IS0 tJ,( )) (see Section 3). Only Pcor( a-l, A occ.[ 1) is nontrivial 
and for this it s ces to show that 
9[rec .rtl( ) = B[rt[zec 
In analogy with the well-known fact 
DN) = S[rt’l(&, . . . ,‘&, S[rt’q(&, . c., DJ)g 
ctural induction on rt’ that 
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Using this information we calculate 
(using the lemma in Section 4) 
This concludes the proof. El 
Lemma 7.4. P ret Y, .rt+rr[rec Y,.rr/ Y,]W, d l(S(unr~), 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 7.5. Cl 
Lemma 7.9. E (rt2~rr3)x(rtl~rt*)~(r~,~rr3) 
Proof. For arbitrary A and 6 we may assume that 
PM9 mh, g, 9 g:1, pw9 wi, g2, g9 
and we must prove that 
PM9 ww3(f* ,h), 
If’ one of gl, g2, g: or gi is 1, the result is trivial regardless of 6. So we shall assume 
that none is and write 
f=s(o)(fi,f2)=hd~(f2(d)), 
g = mmg,, g2) = ~~~~.~g2~~~~A~~1~~A~g~~~~~A~~l~~, 
g’= (ONgL g$ = Aocc.(g:(occA[21))A~g’,(occA[ll)). 
The proof is then by cases on 6. If 6 = a, the result is straightforward. If 6 = 6, the 
result is also straightforward. If S = c or S = d, we may, by Fact 7.2, assume 
P[A, b]( fi, g, , g:) and P[ , b]( f2, g2, gi)m If 6 = C, the proof boils down to showing 
RUlWg[ I), 1) = RUMg*im, 0 l ( 1 * 
because Plabels(gi) ensures that INJ N((gi[i]), I). If 6 = 4 
we must additionally show that the outer p mmute- The leftmo 1 
subdiagram clearly co utes a e two esis. 
remains to show that the rightmost subdiagram commutes and this amounts to (*)- 
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WI rtJl init 
Bw 
RBrt2D 
f m0 RUN((g[l),U 
RErt3n 
w 
Fig. 6. 
So we are left with showing (*) under the assumption that P[A, c](h) gl , g;) and 
P[A, cl&, g2, g;) and we shall use two applications of Fact 7.7 for this. A first 
observation is that our assumptions about Plabels(g2), Plabels(g,), Pstacks(g2) and 
Pstack( gl) imply that 
k2[21) MA 1 I, I 11 kl: I)- 
Similarly, we have 
MU) Nlg2CZIL 1 I, 1 11 (48 I)* 
We then use Fact 7.7 to calculate 
RUNUgI I), l)W, 1 I) 
= R~N((gC I), 1+ Is2[2ll)(RUN((g2[21), ~)(!s‘K C 1))) 
= RUN(kJll), 1)(RUN((g,Pl), M=‘, I 1))) 
and this shows (*) on arguments of the form (ST, [ I)_ Using. Pstacks(g,), Pstacks(g2) 
and Pstacks(g), it follows, by Fact 7.8, also on arguments on the form (ST, CS). 
Clearly, (*) then holds upon all arguments. Cl 
Lemma 7.10 
P (rr,~~)x(rr,~rrz)x(r~,~rr~)~(rr,~rr2) [@, d](S(cond), K(cond), K(cond)). 
roof, As in the previous proof, we may assume P[A, S](J;, gi, g:) and that no gi 
or gi is I and we must show P[A, S](f, g, g’), where 
f = hs.f,s + fzs, fg, 
g = hocc.[enter]A(g,(occA[l]))A~branchfalse(~~)]A(g2~occA[2])) 
“CgoW2)l “Wet;’ ,I YgAoccA[3])) ‘[def(12)], 
where Zi = mklab(occ^[ - i]) and g’ is defined similarly. Again, the cases 6 = a and 
ightforward to establish. e cases 8 = c and S = d boil down to 
c](J, gig 8:) and showin 
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where 
COND(F, 9 F*,F3m-lAST,CS) 
I 
F,WT’, W) if FJ[ r; r] ‘ST, CS) = (Lr’] ‘ST’, CS’) and r’ 
represents true, 
= F,((ST’, CS’)) if. . . and r’ represents false, 
error,, if . . . and P’ neither represents true nor false, 
F,([t; a]*ST, CS) otherwise; 
CONDO Fl 9 F29 F3)([ 1, cs) = mmST; 
COND( Fl , F2, F3)(s) = s if s = I or s = error, for some T. 
The key to proving this is to prove that 
km) Nm%[ 11 M I), 
(g2lm Rb29 c I, c II M I), 
Mm Na,,[ 191 11 M I) 
for suitable offsets a2 and u3. (We omit the tedious definition.) The result then 
follows using Fact 7.7 and Fact 7.8 much as in the proof of the previous lemma. Cl 
Lemma 7.11. P (rtl+r?)X* l - X(rtk-+rt)+(rtl+-  -+rtk+rt) [0,4Wb=h 
Proof. As in the previous proof, we may assume P[A, S](__& gi, gi) and that no gi 
or gi is L and we must show P[A, S](f, g, g’), where 
f = hs.is&) +fi(outl(s)), . . . , I, 
g = h occ.[enter; take(2); switch; take( 1); branch( II, . . . , Id] 
ACdef(~l)lA(gl(occA[ll)) *[goto(lrc+dl A . . . 
where li = mklab(occ ‘[ 41) and g’ is defined similarly. Again, the cases S = a and 
6 = b are straightforward to establish. The cases 6 = c and 6 = d boil down to 
assuming P[A, c](_&, gi, gi) and showing that 
RUN((g[ I), 1) = CASENJNk,[llL II,, . .s RUNhWl), Oh 
where 
CASE( F1, . . . , Fk)(s) = 
’ Fi([r]^ST, CS) if s = ([[u; r]]^ST, CS) and v represents 
iE{l,...,k}, 
errorrep if s = ([r’]‘ST, CS) but r’ is not of the 
form [v; r] for some v representing 
I some ic{l,...,k}, 
emrsT ifs = ([ 1, CS), 
is ot ise. 
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The key to proving this is to prove that 
ki[il) RIIui, C 19 111 M I) 
for suitable off sets ai (with ~1 = 6). The result then follows much as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.9. 0 
f. As in the previous proof, we may assume P[A, a](&, gi, gi) and that no gi 
or gi is _l. and we must show P[A, S](f, g9 g’), where 
f = hs.smash( fr(s), . . . , fk(s)), 
g = Aocc.[enter]“(gk(occA[k]))^[switch]^. . . ‘(gt(occA[l]))^[tuple(k)l 
and g’ is defined similarly. Again, the cases 6 = a and S = b are straightforward to 
establish. The cases S = c and 6 = d boil down to assuming P[A, c](f;-, gi, gi) and 
showing that 
RuN(k[: I), 1) = T~PLE(R~N(k,[ll), I), l l l 3 RuN((gk[kl), I)), 
where 
([I r,; . . ..rk]]^ST.CS) ifs=([r]^ST,CS) 
and all qM,I I) = CCQl,[ I), 
qs) ifs = ([t]^ST, CS) 
TUPLE(F,, . . . , Fk)(s) = 
1 
andj is maximal 
so that qw, I IN 
errorsT 
S 
is not of the form ([ 91, [ I), 
ifs = ([ 1, CS), 
otherwise. 
Again, the key to proving this is to prove that 
(gi[il) R[q, [G+l;  l l ; rkl, I 11 M I) 
for suitable offsets Oi (with ok = 1). The result then follows much as in the proof 
of Lemma 7.9. 0 
a 7.13. P (et+Ct)+Ctwr 4w@x,t), 
The type ct is composite and the proof is by cases on ct. It is not an ordinary 
ral induction because pure types is a base case in the definition of composite 
but not in the definition of ct. (It could be made into an ordinary structural induction 
by collapsing pure subtypes in ct to single nodes.) 
Case ct where ct is pure. We consider arbitrary (A, 6) and assume that 
G, 6’) and we must show that 
X(G), FIX( 6’)). 
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By admissibility, P,,[A, a](~, I, i) and hence, by induction, P,,[A, S] 
( F”.L, G’Y, G’“.L) so that the result follows by admissibility. 
Case ct = ct, + l 9 9 + ctk where ct is composite but not pure. We consider arbitrary 
(A, S) and assume that PCI+CI [A, S](F, G, G’) and must show that 
&[A, ~IUWF), K@xcr)(G), K(fixcrW’)). 
We consider the case where S = d as the remaining cases are similar. If (GL) = I, 
then also (G’I) = I and (FL) = I so that the result amounts to P,,[A, a](~, I, L) 
which holds by admissibility. Otherwise, there is a unique j such that is,(GI) is 
true and then also isj(G’.L) and isj( FL) are true. By the definition of 
the fact in Section 5, the result amounts to 
P,JA, S](inj(FIX(outj 9 F* inj)), inj(K(fix,+)(outj 9 G l in.)), in@@@ 
(outj l G’ l inj))). 
But we have 
P cti-rctj[A, s](Outj l F* inj, outj l G l inj, Outj l G’ l inj) 
and, by the inductive assumption on fixCtl, we get 
P,,,[A, S](FIX(outj l F* inj), K(fiX~,j)(OUtj l G l inj), K(fix=Q) 
(outj l G’ l inj)) 
and from this the result follows. 
Case ct =ct, X 9 l l x ctk where ct is composite but not pure. We consider arbitrary 
(A, S) and assume that Pc,+ct [A, 6](F, G, G’) and we will show that 
Using the definition of K(fix,,) and tke lemma in Section 5 we have 
FIX(F)=(F,,Fz(F~),...), K(%)(G8 = (G,, GG), . l A 
and similarly for G’. We shall shortly prove 
P ctlx -- - xctj_,+ctjl14 Sl(4,Gj, Gj) 
by induction on k -j and using the inductive assumption on fixCQ. Using this result, 
it is a simple induction on j to show that 
&,[A, S](F,(Fl, l l l ), Gj(G, 3 l 9 91, Gj(G’,, 0 * *I) 
and the result follows. 
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SO assume that P,t, >:. . xcti_l+cti [A, S](F& Gi, G:) holds for i>j and let US show it 
for i =j. So we consider (A’, 8’) 2 (A, 6) and assume that 
P CtlX . * . xc+p 9 S’l((fi 9 l l l ,&I), (81, l . -9 &-I), (I!‘,, l l l 9 &I)) (*) 
and we must show 
P&K W4(h, l l l ,&I), Gj(gls l . l 9 gj-I), G,‘(&, l l l 9 &I))* 
Using the inductive assumption on fixcti, it suffices to consider (A”, 8’) 1 (A’, 6’) and 
assume P,,,[A’, S’](& gj, gj) and show 
R&K ~“l(Wi 9 l ~~,~,~+~(fi,o~=,~),~==)~i, 
But by Pact 7.2, (*) implies 
so that, by the induction hypothesis from the induction on k-j, we have 
P cr,x. . . xc&K a”l((h, .. l ,A, F;-+,(h 9. l 9 ,A), l l 0)s 
k ;9 .. .9 gj, G,!,,bg:, . . .9 gj), . .-I) 
and the result then follows from P[ A, 6]( F, G, G’). 
Case et = rb’+rC We consider arbitrary (A, S) and may assume that 
P,,,,,[A, S](F, G, G’) and we must show that 
&[A, mmm, Jw&J(G), wkt)(G’))* 
The proof will be by cases of S with 6 = c the more complicated case. 
Subcase 6= a. For all labels 1 we have 
P[A, a](& hocc.[call(Z)], hocc.[call(l)]) 
and the assumption on G and G’ then gives 
P[A, a](F(I), G(Aocc.[call(l)]), G’(hocc.[call(l)])) 
from which 
PI29 4(FWF), (fix,,)(G), K(fix,,)( G’)) 
easily follows. 
Subcase 6= b. We cannot proceed as above because Plabels( A occ.[call( 1)]) does 
not hold. Instead we prove 
. If 9 bl( 6’) and G is not I, then 
Gg ~cc=(h,occ)*(g(occ~occ,))~(h, OCC)’ . . . ‘(g(occ*ocq#(hN occ), 
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where N, hi and QCCi do not depend OTJ g or occ and each hi satisfies conditions (a) 
and (b) of Plabels in Section 7. 
Proof. Since A is a partial function from the natural numbers and since it has finite 
domain, we can find n such that n e dam(A). Since G is not I, we can find h # I 
such that (G h) # L. We then write 
A’=Au{(n, h)}, special = A occ.[ hole( n, occ)]. 
Clearly, P[A’, a](& h, special) so that, by P[A, b](F, G, G’), also 
P[A’, a](F(I), G(h), G’(specia1)). 
Since G(h) # I, also G’(specia1) f I and we may write 
G’(special)[ ] = &“(special OCC~)“(P~* . . . ‘(special occN)“& 
where qi are chosen such that they do not contain hole( n’, occ’) with n’ = n. Next 
define hi by 
M I = QXAI, 
hi must satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Piabels. 
For arbitrary $;, we then put A” - A u {(n, g)) so that P[A “, a](& g, special) and, 
by the assum@ions on G and G’, 
P[A”, a](F(l.), G(g), G’(specia1)) 
from which it follows that 
Gg [ I= (h,[ I)% occ,)YM I)^. . ‘(8 ~wvHhr[ 11. 
In particular, 
G special [ ] = (hO[ ])*(special ocq)“(h,[ 1)” . . l ‘(special occN)*(hN[ 1) 
and since 
P[A u {(n, special)}, b]( ,L, special, special) 
together 1 with the assumptions on G and G’ gives 
P[A u {(n, special)}, b]( F(I), G(special), G’(special)), 
we get 
and 
G special occ=(hOocc)A(special(occ”occI))“(h, occ)’ . . . 
“(special(occ”occN)) “(hN occ) 
6’ special occ = &“(special(occ^occ,)) ‘cp:” . . . 
‘(special(occAoccN))*~& 
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such that hi occ = q ![A]. It follows that 
Gg occ=(hOocc)“(g(occ”occ~))A(h, occ)*. . . n(g(~~~n~~~N))n(hN occ) 
holds in general and, clearly, N, hi and OCci do not depend on g. (En 
Substitution Property.) 
We must show 
PIA ~IWJW), K(fix,tW), Wfixct)(G’)) 
and since we have P[A, a](FIX(F), JL(fix,,)( G), K(fix,,)(G’)), by Fact 7.2 and the 
reasoning in the case S = Q, it suffices to show 
Plabels(K(fix,,)( G)). 
Our assumptions on G and G’ ensure that Plabels( G(hocc.[ ])>, and the result 
then follows using the Substitution Property. 
Subcase S = c. It is convenient o abbreviate 
&o = Wxd a gn = G”(hocc.[loop]). 
By the reasoning in the case 6 = b and by Fact 7.2, we still have the substitution 
property and 
PIA4 bl(FIX(F), gco, KUW(G’)). 
To prove the desired result,jt therefore suffices to show Pstacks(g,). If G is I, this 
is evident, so assume otherwise. As has been argued in Section 7, we have Pstacks(g,) 
for all n and we must relate the effect of g, to the effect of g, upon the modified 
machine. This amounts to proving the following lemma. 
mma 7.16. RUN(g,J I,& OWI’, [ I) = RUN(g,[ ],1,{(1, n)})(ST, [ 1) where I= 
mklab( [-21). 
roof. The proof is by numerical induction on n. The case n = 0 is straightforward, 
so we assume that the result holds for n and prove it for n + 1. By the substitution 
property we have 
&n-cl occ= (hoocc)^(g,(occAocc,))^(h, OCC)~. . . ‘(gn(occAoccN))‘(hN occ), 
g,occ=[goto(Z,); def(l,)]A(h,occ)“[call(ZJJA.. . 
A[call(l,)]“(h N occ) *[return; def( I,); call( 12)], 
where Zi = mklab(occ “[ - i]). It is possible that some gn (occ”occi) is [ ] and this 
would complicate the proof that follows. So we define 
&+I occ=(h,oc~)~[ski~]~(g~(ocdocc~))~(h,occ)~ . . . 
‘[skip] *(gn(occ^occN)) A(hN OCC) 
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and note that RUN(g,,l[ I, 1,0)(ST, [ I) equals RUN(&+l[ ],I, 0)(ST, [ ])e The 
proof is by induction on the number of applications of +8n+,r l and uses that 
Pstacks(g,+l) and Fact 7.8 implies that if 
RUWtn+d I, 1, OW', C I) = (ST’, CS’), 
then CS’= [ ] so that we do not have the problem that the resulting control stacks 
contain pointers into (gn+,[ 1) and (&+J 1) that might be different in the two cases. 
We then define a relation - that relates a program counter PC pointing into 
(&+,[ 1) to a program counter PC’ pointing into (gJ ]). We define PC- PC’ as 
indicated by 
[PC’-2E{l,. . . , p2,[ ]I} A PC = PC’ - 21 
v[PC’-2-(h,[ ](=lhPc-(ho[ ]l=K’-2-+9C III 
“[PC’-24ho[ ]J-xE{l,=.=, Ih,[ ]l}APC-Ih,[ II-lsnr II-l=PC’-2 
-iM II-11 
v . . . 
V 
[ 
PC’-2_Jko[ ]I- f (T+lM ll)=1 i = 1 
Apc-IhO[ II- 2 (l+lg,[ lI+IhlI lI)=1]* 
i=l 
We then extend the relation to configurations by (PC, ST, CS) - (PC’, ST’, CS’) iff 
0 PC-PC’, 
0 ST = ST’, 
0 CS does not contain 2 = mklab( [-21) and ICS’I = 1 + ICSI with CS &i & 1= CS‘$ i & 1 
and CS&iJ2-CS’JiJ2 and CS’JICS’l=(l, l+lg,J ]I)‘ 
Given ST we define PCo= 1, ST, = ST, CSO = [ ] and PC& ST& and CS& similarly. 
We then define (PC,, ST,,,, CS,) and (PCL, ST&, CS’,) by 
Wm, S’L, CL) - 
#T”+d 1 
(PC m+l, mn+*, wrl+*), 
(PC;,, ST’,, CSL) - (PC I 
RCA 1 
m+l, Rn+*, wn+A. 
The proof then builds on identifying corresponding configurations in the two 
computation sequences. We first note that 
( EtCo, ST,, CSo) - (PC:, ST:, CS:) 
with PC: = 3, ST: = ST and CS: = [(I, Ig,[ ]I + l)]. 
The core of the inductive argument is to show that w 
(Pz.Z,, ST,, CS,) - (PC;, ST;, CS;), ( 1 * 
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one of the following cases apply 
(a) PCi=IgJ 11-2; 
(W w,, AL, csn) _+ (PC,, ST,, CS,) and 
t%n+ll 1 
(PC;, ST;, CS;) -+ (PC;, ST;, CS;) and 
&DC I, ((r, n+m 
(PC,, STfi, CS,) - (PC;, ST;, CS;); 
(c) (PC,, ST,, CL) + (PC*+*, ST,+*, CL+*) + l * l and 
(PC;, ST;, CS;) + (PC;+l, ST;+,, -;+I) + ’ l ’ l 
i.e., both configurations lead to nonterminating computations 
(d) (PC,, ST,,,, CS,) +* (PC,, S’L, CS,) -p and 
(PC;, ST;, CS;)+*(PC;, ST;, CS;) -P 
and the error is of the same type. 
So assume that (*) holds and (a) does not apply. Define 
ins = ($L+lC I) J PG, ins’=(g,[ ])JPC& 
By cases on ins’ we shall show that one of (b), (c) or (d) applies. 
If ins’ is one of enter, switch, take(j), tuple(k), push(j), opr( w), loop, skip or 
hole( np, occ’), then ins equals ins’ and, clearly, (b) or (d) will apply. If ins’ is one 
of branch( 1’ 1, . . . , lh), def( I:), goto or branchfalse( Ii), we know that r: Z 
mklab([-21) and that ins equals ins’. Then PC defined by pc(lf) relative to ($j,,+J 3) 
and PC’ defined by pc( I:) relative to (gao[ 1) satisfy PC - PC’ and it follows that 
(b) or (d) applies. If ins’ is call(2’) and I’ is not mklab( [-2]), then ins equals ins’ 
and again (b) or (d) applies. If ins’ is return, then ins also is. To show that (b) 
applies, we must show that CS, # [ ] and this follows from Pstacks(&+l) (i.e., from 
Pstacks(g,+J) and from Fact 7.8. 
It remains to consider the case where ins’ is call( 2) for 2 = mklab[-21 and ins is 
skip. We shall consider the outcome of RUN( (g”[ I), l)( ST,, [ I). By Pstacks(g,J 
and Fact 7.8, the result cannot be error pc, errorl,c, or errorcs. If the outcome is A_, 
we also have 
R~wcnlI I), 1,0wL, 1 I) = L 
and, as in Fact 7.8, it follows that 
RUN((g,C I), 1, W, n)))(S’& C I? = _L 
RU~Uslll I), h0)(SLI, CL) = J-, 
RUN((g,[ I), 1, W, 12 + OHCST;, CS;) = 1. 
From this it follows that case (c) applies. If the outcome of 
UN((g,[ ]I), l)(ST,, [ 1) is error,, or error ST, it follows in a similar way that case 
(d) applies. So we are left with the situation where 
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for some ST and a. From Pstacks(g,) an3 Fact 7.8 we know that cS= [ 1. We 
then also have 
RUN&[ I), L@(STm, [ 1) = (=‘, [ ]), 
RUN&[ I), 1, ((5 n)))(ST;, [ 1) = (ST, [ 1) 
and, as in Fact 7.8, it follows that 
RUN((gJ I>, 1,8)@‘L, %A = (=‘, WA 
RUN((gJ I), 1, W, n + l)))(ST:, CS:) = (=‘, CS;). 
From this it follows that there are fi > m and ij > q such that 
(PC,, STfi, C&i) = (PC, + 1+ I&[ II, m WA, 
(PC;, ST;, CS;) = (PC;+ 1, ST, CS;), 
and 
(PC,, STG, CS& - (PCb, ST;, CSg). 
This shows that (b) applies. 
Having finished the core of the inductive argument we note that (PC,, , ST,, C&J - 
(PC:, ST:, CS:) and using the inductive argument we identify further pairs of 
configurations such that (PC,, ST,, CS,) - (PC:, ST:, CSL). If we identify infinitely 
many such pairs, then (b) applies for all the pairs and 
RUN((&+,[ I), 1,0WL C I) = -L 
RUN((gco[ I), 1, ((2, n + l)))!S% i 1) = -1-0 
Otherwise, we only identify finitely many pairs, and (c), (d) or (a) must apply to 
the last pair identified. If (c) applies, we have 
RUNkn+,[ I), 1,0)W, [ I) = 1, 
RUw5J I), 1, w, n + lN)W, I: I) = -L 
and if (d) applies and the common error type is 7, we have 
RUN((&+d I), 1,0WL E I) = error,, 
RUWg,[ I), 1, ((5 n + OWC [ I) = error,. 
Finally, we consider the case where (a) applies. Assuming m and q are the respective 
indices we have 
RUN((g,+d I), 1,0)W, [ I) = (ST,, C%J 
and, by Pstacks(g,+l) and Fact 7.14, we know CS, = [ 1. Then, 
(PC;, ST;, CS;) = ((goo[ II-3 ST,, [(I, igoo[ II + Ol) + (km[ li+ 1, S’L [ 1) 
so that 
RUN((gJ I), 1, W, n + OMX 1 I) = WL C%A- 
This ends the proof of Lemma 7.16. Cl 
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We now return to the proof of Lemma 7.13 in the case S = c. As argued in Section 7, 
Vn: Pstacks(gn), 
RUN((ga[ I), W’L C II= i_k RUNha I), 1 W=‘, i I)= 
TO show Pstacks(g,), we must show 
RUN((g,[ I), l)([ ],I 1) E {I, (1 1, [ I), error& 
and this follows from 
Vn: RUN&J I), l)(I I, 1 I) E U, (1 I, C I), elm-1 
and we must show 
RUN((gJ I), MC4 C I) E U, e~or,,) uWI, 1 I) 1 A RepI 
which follows in a similar way. 
Subcase 6 = d. Using Fact 7.2 we have all the results established above and we 
must show Pcor(FIX( F), (f&)(G)). Again, this is straightforward if C is I, so 
assume otherwise. It is a simple induction to show that Pcor( F”(I), 
6” (A occ.[ loop])) so that 
init l Burt’1 l FIX(F) 
= u, init l 9![rt’j ‘ F”(I) 
= u, RUN((gJ_ I), 1) l init . %l[rt’l 
-= RUN((g,[ I), 1) l init l Burt’1 
as was to be shown. This ends the proof of Lemma 7.13. q 
reposition 7.18. Let II, . . . , I#,, be interpretations, II a partially ordered set and sm[n] 
a rt’+rt” indexed family of predicates that is monotonic in W. Suppose that every 
primitive prim chosen among j& takei, inj, mkrec, unrec, tuple, case, cod, Cl, fixCt 
satisJies 
simbml( )MVAP~~), . . . 9 MprW). 
For an expression e of TMLsc such that tenvk e : ct with tenv = {(x, , ctl), . . . , (x,, ct,)} 
we then have 
Sk, x - *. xcr,+cSSml( kdudI4 l l l 3 
The proof is by structural induction over expressions. 
e e =A. We must consider ?ra q, and show that 
assuming that 
sim,,,,. . .xcJsml( h-l(envI,. . . , env,). 
ut the result easily follows from the assumption using 
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The cases takej, hj, m nrec are similar. 
Casee=(e,,...,ek). e must consider ~3 w. and show that 
sim,,;,. . . xc&ml( )MVJK~I 9 .. - 9 e&w v l l l 9 I,lk~ 9 
assuming that 
sim,,,. . . . XC,,[sm]( )[ ?r](env, , . . . , env,). 
But the induction hypothesis gives that 
sim,,;[sm]( )[9r](IJ+~envl, . . . , &JeJenv,) 
for all j and the result easily follows. 
The cases e 4 j, inje, isje, outje and e + e, e are similar. 
Case e = fixJ e’). We must consider ;R 2 m. and show that 
simJsm]( )[~](II[fixCte’~envl, . . . , I,[fix,,e’lenv,) 
assuming that 
sim,l,X. . xct,[sml( )[dbw 9 .. . 9 env, ). 
By the induction hypothesis we have that 
sim,dsml( )M(~dMbw ). . . 9 LU4env,) 
and the result then follows from t 
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7ize cases tuple( e, , . . . , ek), case( e, , . . . , ek), cond( e, , e2, e3) and e,O e2 are similar= 
Case e = Ax : ct’.e’. We must consider. ~2 lrro and show that 
assuming that 
sim,,,, . . . xct@nl1 )[~l(enh 9 .. . s end- 
To prove the result, we must consider ~‘2 7~ and show that 
simt4sml( h’lWI4bw, 6. . . , KAHKenv,, u,)) 
assuming that sim,,#[sm]( )[*‘I( I.+, . . . , urn) and that x is x~+~. By Fact 7.2, we have 
and the result then follows by the induction hypothesis. 
Case e = e’ (e”). We must consider ?ra 1~~ and show that 
assuming that sim,r,x.  . xCJsm]( )[:7](env,, . . . , env, ). By the induction hypothesis 
we have 
. 
stm,,~+,,&m]( )[v]( 
sim,Jsm]( )[ ?;r J( 
and the result then follows using the definition of sim,,8,,IOP. 
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Case e = X. There is an i such that x = Xi and, for 7~ 2 wo, 
SiG,[sml( )Cd(enh $ i, . . . , env, 5_ i) 
clearly follows from simcrgx. . . XCl,[sm]( )[ 7r](env, , . . . , env,). 
Cases mkrec e’ and unrec e’. We first consider the case where e is unrec e’. Here 
we must consider I~Z! no and show that 
simct[rec x.~~/xI bml( )[~lUdMlew , . . . 9 4AMien~m) 
assuming that simC,,X. .  ,&sm]( )[ ?r](envl , . . . , env,). In analogy with the well- 
known fact that 
Il[ct’[cP/X,+,]~(D,, . . . , DN) = I[Cf]l(Dl,. . . , &, I[ct’q(Dl,. . l ) DN)), 
one may show by structural induction that 
s~~,,I~~~~/x~+,IIs~I(Q~, . l - 3 QN 1 
= simc&ml(Q~ 9 . l . 9 QN, simdsml(Q~ 9 . . . 9 QN)~ 
It follows that the desired result amounts to 
sim,&m1(sim,, x.&d( Nl?r3~~Mienv~ 9 .. . 9 4&4env,) 
and from the structural induction on expressions we know that 
sim,= x.CtCsml( )l%lMI4le~~~ 9 .. . 9 r,n4bvd 
The proof therefore amounts to showing 
simrec x.ctba Jr ?r3(v* 9 l l l 9 GA 
* sim,Jsml(sim,,, x.crCsml( ))CdWh 4 lh s . = . 9 (am J Ovm), 
where 8i = ISO(&[crj, ( )) was defined in Section 3. Turning to the case where e is 
mkrec e’, the proof amounts to showing 
sinl,,[sml(sim,,x.,,Csml( )h= M . . . 9 dd 
* simrecX.crbml( )MWWM, . . . 9 (am i4dd. 
hn both cases the result follows if we show that 
W I,-**, S,) : [ret x_ctn( ) + [ctj([rec xktn( )) 
is a morphism of the category S defined in Section 7. 
We first show the following &a. 
uctn is 4 functor over for all compile-time types ct. 
e proof boils down to 
i:oi+B: are mo 
showing the result that if ( l,. . . , x,}+ct ;and 
en 
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is a morphism o This is because [ctjJ(CJ , . . . , ON) 1 be an object of 
by Fact 7.1 and nctor-laws will hold because eat I[ctl is a functor over 
CPQ2s. We then prove the desired result by structural induction on ct. It is convenient 
to write 
d = UctD(J4 9l l g 9 &vh 
~=uCtno%, l c l 9 %A o’= uctn(s;, . . . , 0~). 
Case ct = Ai. We have A = ((id, id), . . . , (id, id)) and 6 = O’, so it is immediate 
that 4 satisfies the naturalness conditions 
a(~+o[a3(4,*~*, d,) * s’~(m+l)[rrl((~~l~l)(d,),..*,(~~m~l)(d,)), 
VJ(m+l)[kJ(d~,..., dk) * B~(m+1)[~1((~~1~2)(d~),...,(~5.m~2)(d~)). 
Case ct = ct, x l 9 l xctk. We assume that OJ(m+l)[rr](d,, . . . , dm). Hence, for 
all i, 
(U41<aI, l l l 9 s,)~(m+l)Clrl)(d,5.i,...,d,~i) 
so that, by the inductive hypothesis, for all i, 
(U4WL.. . , 6~)~(m+l)[rrl)((Uctill(~,, . . . ,JW~lW(W) 
,...,(UcWL-•., &,WdWn&)) 
and we have 
This proves the first naturalness condition and the other is similar. 
Case ct =ct,+ l l l +ctk is along the same lines. 
Case ct = ct’+ ct”. We assume that 0’4 (m + l)[rr](d,, . . . , d,) and will show that 
So we consider n’~ q and assume that 
sim,Jsm]( 0: 4 (m + l), . . . , S’, 4 (m + 1))[7r’]( q , . . . , vm) 
and shall show 
sim,,.[sm]( 0: 4 (m + l), . . . , G&m + l))Wl(W”J 14 l)M((Jb1’5.1 U)(d)) 
, . . . , (A”& m 5- l)(&(W’3. m GNd))), 
where 
By the inductive hypothesis on &‘, we have 
sim,,bW% 4 (m + 0, . . l )[ fl’]((A’J+ 1 JNVA. . J 
so that, by the assumption on the di, we get 
sim,,.[sm]( O1 4 (m + l), . . . )l3’1(4((~‘~ 1 JNv,)), . l 0) 
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and the desired result follows using the inductive hypothesis on A”. This shows the 
first naturalness condition and the other is similar. Note that the “contravariance” 
of function space necessitates the simultaneous study of both naturalness conditions. 
Case ct = ret XN++t’. As in Section 3 we define 
and we write 
@ =(%, . . . , $1, hw.h(dl,. . . , d,).true), i = ((I, I), . . . , (I, I)). 
Our first observation is that 
+ . . . 
is a chain in For, clearly, i is a morphism of SIM because all predicates are 
admissible and, by induction, all ([ct’@( S, , . . . , C&,,))"(i) are.Our next observation 
is that the diagram in Fig. 7 is a cone in SIM where 
iai =<MWn, U&S. 1,. 9 GV 4Oli, . . . 9 fMwn, 0% J 4.. . 9 S, 4 @Ii) 
(see Section 3). For this, it suffices to show that all 3 are morphisms of SIM, i.e., 
that for all nz ?ro 
SIM,[ lr]( dl , . . . , dm) * Wn: SIM,MWnS. l&N(Q& 14 l)(4)) 
, l l l , (~“J.m~2)((q~m~l)(dm)))l 
IV= SIwJ~l(C~n 4 1ww,), l l l 9 (cl 4 m Wd,))l 
(see Section 7). The second condition is straightforward. To prove the first we define 
r:=((&$l)R,... , (r” 4 m)R) and show that rr l 5 is a morphism of SIM. But this 
follows from 
-R - 
rn+1= rn =([dpqo,,..., S,))"(i) 
Fig. 7. 
Cl1 1 , 
PI I 
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(see Section 3) so that it is a morphism of (see above) and, similarly, 
rR n l %+I =(([~t'lp(S,,...,B,))~(i))~. 
Our third observation is that, analogously, each 
I[Ct’j, (6: J m, . . . , Sl,J ?tl)]i) 
is a morphism of Our fourth observation is that 
I[ct’pa(A,, . . . , JUN) = n&[ctq(JH,, . . . ) &, Js) 
sends morphisms of SIM to morphisms of SIM. Combining these observations we 
find that 
r’:, 9 ([[rtJp(&,...,AN))*(i) l $f 
is a morphism of SIM for all n and, by admissibility of the predicates, also 
Jcc =u,F; l (([ct'D~(~,,...,1,))"(i)= F!f 
is. 
Case ct = Xi is straightforward. 
Case ct = rt’+ rt” is analogous to the case ct = Ai. q (Lemma 7.19) 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 7.18 we must show that (a,,. , . , am) is a 
morphism of SIM. Using Section 3 we have (aI, . . . , S,) = U,,[ctlj( ig) l F:+,,, where 
i;n = muctn, ( )I~,. . . 9 aktn, ( )I~). 
Using the reasoning of the proof of Lemma 7.19, both F, and e morphisms 
of SIM so that, by Lemma 7.19, [ctn(f”) . if+* is a morphism for all n. By 
admissibility, also u,, I[ctn(Q . if+l is. Cl(Proposition 7.18). 
Note added in proof 
Since this paper was written we have tibtained algorithms that may assist in 
transforming a traditional denotational definition into one using T 
6). These algorithms are described in “Automatic binding analysis for a typed 
h-calculus”, to appear in Science of Computer Programming 988) and in “2-Level 
A-lifting”, to appear in Proc. ESOP 1988, to be published in the Lecture Notes in 
Computing Science (Springer, Berlin, 1988). 
A.W. Appel, Semantics-directed co e generation, in: Rot. 12th ACM Conj on principles of hogram- 
ming Languages (1985) 315-324. 
M.A. Arbib and E.G. Manes, Arrows, Structures and Functors: e Categorical Imperative (Academic 
Press, New York, 1975). 
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